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Cover Model: Hannes Grove

Firstly, tell the readers more about yourself and what

you do?

May not always seem like it but I am a very private

person, I like my “me” and alone time and just

because many people know about me and think

they do doesn’t mean I am not a private type of

person. I am very active from adventure sports,

traveling and involved with charity to missions. I am a

theologian and this year I’m doing my Masters of

Divinity (MDiv) and I Major in Ancient Greek.

I am writer and a X-model who became a part time

actor (Getroud met rugby, Binnelanders, dis ek

Mignon Mossie van Wyk, extra in the American film

the giver and the theatre production “in diep donker

nagte). I write from poetry to inspirational and

devotional genres. I do work on film projects where I

direct and write the short films and videos.

What inspired you to start writing?

I believe it is a spiritual thing, songs and movies

influence many people and I do want to challenge

people to be good and to care, so this broken world

we live in inspired me to write and be the change, to

inspire and lift up the broken hearted. I love people

and want to make them feel wanted and that

inspired my writing a lot.

Have you always wanted to be a writer?

It could have been in my thoughts but not really, I

wanted to be in front of the camera, but in my high

school years that changed. I wanted to see my

name written on a paperback and wanted to say

something and then quote myself. That idea made

me want to be a writer.

How many books have you written? Which is your

favourite?

I have written three (which is part of the 12 years of

Grace series). My favourite is between the novel 12

years of Grace: emperors palace and 12 years of

Grace: Poetry edition part 1. When this year is done

my book series of 8 will be done.

How do you come up with the titles to your books?

This part is sometimes very tricky, I do think about title

possibilities during the course of writing and usually in

chapter 2 or 3 when the story line unfolds, I then look

at the possibilities and make sure the title is not taken

as well. When I travel and visit different people and

places, when they tell me their stories, I do put myself

in their shoes and this gives me ideas for new titles.

Is writing your full-time career? Or would you like it to

be?

No, it is part time but I would love it to be a full-time

author. The adventures I had just because of my

written work was mind blowing, so imagine what it

would be full time.

How do you handle literary criticism?

Writing any piece of literature is personal, you put

yourself out-there and you will get criticised just like

models and actors in their field. I knew that many

would love my work and then I expected literary

criticism. You get good and bad criticism, and

sometimes it will be like they are smashing your heart

in pieces.

But using the negativity to improve is what I do. I take

it one comment at a time and try to be objective.

Some is mere jealousy but when the experts criticise

you better listen otherwise you are not going to make

it. And you cannot take it too personal otherwise you

will be a depressed wreck.

What was your favourite part, and your least favourite

part, of the publishing journey?

When I sent little portions of the book to different

people and to find that the feedback was better

than I hoped for and then the shoots and

collaborations, where different artists worked

together from finding the right models and locations

and be on set to shoot the covers for the book series.

There were days when I had no inspiration and the

book was at a standstill and that was frustrating, but

the worst was when everything was print ready and I

discovered a fatal error. The waiting before the errors

was corrected to the printing day was something, I

do not want to experience again.

What does success mean to you? What is the

definition of success?

Success is not making a lot of money, while when you

are successful it is possible to gain some wealth and

the life you wanted. When I see and read the

reaction and feedback on my work and how some

witness it changed their lives. That is for me success. I

would define success as ‘to set your goal and

achieve what you wanted.’

It doesn’t have to be something big. 
To be victorious in small goals in life 

will build your foundation to be 
successful in life. If you can’t be 

successful in something small you will 
never be able to be successful in life.

Can you share with us something about the book that

isn’t in the blurb?

Behind the scenes and I would say “off the record”

that there are some scenes and portions that

everyone will assume that it is only fiction because it

only happens in movies and books, but it truly

happened and I was actually involved. It took me 5

years to bring real life incidents into the novel and

make it seem more fictional then the rest of the book

and this you would have never guessed until you

asked.

What is the key theme and/or message in the book?

That there is hope for us in this country and that when

people stand up for justice, magic happens. Theme

is about undeserved grace, which enabled this

person to change from the wicked person he was to

the change we want to see. The difference between

True love and the so-called instant love which

doesn’t last.

What do you hope your readers take away from this

book?

That my readers will look beyond their immediate

circumstances and be encouraged. Making them

realize that things do get better even if it seems

impossible. I hope that they will be inspired by my

words and when they relate with the struggles and

hardships of my characters, I hope to motivate them

in knowing that someone is out there who knows

what real pain is, who managed it and came out

and followed their dreams.

If your book was to be made into a movie, who are

the celebrities that would star in it?

Jason stateman, Ian Somerhalder, Jessica Alba, Nina

Dobrev and Megan Fox.

What was the highlight of writing this book?

When contacts read my introduction and asking in

an urgent manner “when can we buy your book”

We’ve just started a new year and I’ve seen lots of

posts about new years’ resolutions. Do you have

anything special that you’ll be focusing on this year?

I am working on my book series this year and I aim to

publish the next section of this series every 3 months

and to finish my 12 years of Grace series in 2021.

What inspires you?

When people do good to others, when they show

unconditional love, that is truly amazing. When you

are up early in the morning and you hear nature

waking up. Breath taking scenes from nature and the

ocean. And the Psalms in the Bible, the way they

wrote that songs are unbelievable.

What do you like to do when you are not writing?

Play the piano, read, visiting coffee shops and game

lodges. I like fitness as well. Hiking trips and road trips

to different places.

What did you want to be when you grew up?

A civil engineer.

If you had to describe yourself in three words, what

would they be?

Patient, loving and spontaneous.

What advice would you give a new writer, someone

just starting out?

Do not ever give up. Keep on writing because that is

how you get better and this is when you learn how to

play with words.

Where can readers purchase your books?

Amazon kindle unlimited for my e-book versions and

paperback (if you are abroad) and “Groep7 se

aanlyn boekwinkel”.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

• Facebook: Hannes Grove - 12 Years 
of Grace

• Instagram: @Life_of_the_writer
• Twitter: Hannes Grove

Photo credit: Claudia Cantante
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Interview
Fitness Model Daisy van Vuuren 



Interview: Daisy van Vuuren 

PLEASE ALLOW ME TO INTRODUCE MYSELF:

I am Daisy van Vuuren a 48 year old female / Lieutenant

Colonel in the South African Police Service, Mounted

Unit Pretoria with 30 years’ service. I have a passion for

Bodybuilding and fitness, it’s my choice to be

committed and extremely dedicated to turn my body

into an artistic canvas. I represent the SAPS and they are

affiliated with the IBFF federation, although I started my

bodybuilding with IFBB federation 5 years ago.

Bodybuilding was not only transforming my body but

definitely gave my self- confidence a super boost, in

such a way that I FELT LIKE A BUTTERFLY COMING OUT OF

A COCOON. When I saw my last stage photos taken by

Steven Butler Photography I couldn’t control my tears.

The photos were those of a lady that owned the stage,

displaying self-confidence and had a smile that meant

more to her trainer than any trophy.

I could only come so far due to my excellent well-known

trainer Caryn Tyler online & posing coach, IFBB SA

Protea Body fitness athlete* Sparkle bikini- * Perfectly

Polished Beauty Emporium-* Showstoppers designers -

ambassador . She is my mentor, motivator and friend,

she has sculptured my entire body into that artistic

canvas and much more.

SO, HOW DID DAISY START THIS JOURNEY?

Daisy matriculated from Morgenzon Agricultural High

School in Mpumalanga and became an aerobics freak

for many years. In 2014 she joined Cross Fit Vaal with the

legend Brad Strydom where she entered a winter

challenge competition, introduced to PALEO with

eating guidelines. She won this challenge by losing the

most fat percentage.

You could see transformation in her body as muscles

become more defined that many people would stop

and asked her “are you doing competitions?” and she

replied NO!! (Thinking by herself they are mad? Never

ever, not me, I don’t have that confidence to face a

hall full of audience and all eyes on me, no way) She set

herself a target if 10 more people would ask this

question she needs to research bodybuilding…..then it

all happened in 2015.

DAISY’S DEDICATION TOWARDS BODYBUILDING

The life of a Bodybuilder looks glamorous and glossy,

women walking on stage showing off their perfectly

chiselled bodies. It’s not really that easy. Believe it or

not, under their perfect muscular bodies, they go

through daily struggles that the average person would

not even think about. Bodybuilders have such cruel and

strict diets for example when they get their well-

deserved cheat meal they almost feel guilty for

indulging themselves.

It also takes months and hours of intense workouts every

day to achieve the desire look. Every muscle on Daisy’s

body has been developed all natural through hard

work and dedication with no room for quick indulges or

lazy days. “Bodybuilding is like a relationship you can’t

expect to succeed if you cheat” - Hansie Mokgoshi Mr

Universe (proudly from IBFF SA)

HOW DAISY’S SPORTMANSHIP STANDING AMONG OTHER

SPORT WOMEN

Bodybuilding is not a team sport and with every

achievement “I get some self- satisfaction that cannot

be explained” The IFBB / IBFF Wellness- and IBFF Fitness

Model division that she participates in have no age or

weight category, its one line- up where Daisy currently

48 years old compete against girls and ladies that are

much younger than her and owns herself a well-

deserved podium placing.

Many competitors, judges or people from the public

known and unknown will approached her just to

compliment her physique, appreciate her dedication

and friendship. Daisy is also well-known for her positive

attitude towards her sport and will never hesitate to

inspire, encourage, compliment and cheer other

athletes in the gym, back stage and on stage.

Marius Prinsloo “you should be so proud on what you

achieved; you inspired all of us to do better. How you

keep achieving so much with the crazy work you have

and working long hours as a Police lady while the rest of

us are sleeping at home during peak week is beyond

me. You are just amazing.”

Petrii van Staden (makeup artist; fellow competitor)

“one of my biggest inspirations in Bodybuilding”

DAISY’S DILIGENCE AND PERSEVERANCE IN

PARTICIPATING IN BODYBUILDING

Bodybuilding is not for everyone as it takes huge

commitment and effort, it all comes down to what you

as an individual are prepared to put in and what you

are willing to give up in order to get what you want.

Taking part in the sport half-heartedly will not get the

results that Daisy has achieved as she is 100% plus

committed.

TRAINING has enriched her life totally. Daisy trains 2

hours a day and believes that she needs to train hard

but not to over train, this way she will be on track to

achieve her full physique, strength, and potential. Daisy

sticks to her coach’s program and never veers off, that

is how she has managed to progress as far as she has.

She always reminds people “it’s not that 1 hour in the

gym that counts, it’s what you put in your mouth the 23

hours after gym”

THE EXTENT TO WHICH DAISY PROJECTS A POSITIVE

IMAGE OF THE POLICE SERVICE BY HER BODYBUILDING

PERFORMANCE

She does her Uniform pride and definitely projects a

positive image of the Police Service. Daisy’s PASSION for

her work and sport is something to be appreciated as

she said “passion defines the individual – renew your

passion daily”. A well- built physique is a status symbol. It

reflects the hard work you’ve put in. You can’t steal it,

you can’t borrow it and you cannot hold onto it without

constant work.

It’s comes from dedication, discipline, self-respect and

dignity. This is not only seen in Daisy’s sport but also in

her work place. She is an energetic person that never

resists leading and assisting. Nothing stands in her way

as her Coach and Commander can attest that Daisy

has taken instructions; implemented them to the best of

her ability to ensure success and to embrace each day

to live life to the fullest.

Her mind-set towards her work and sport is very simple -

GO HARD OR GO HOME - .She wants our young female

members/ participants, who are full of expectations, to

look at her and see what is possible when one seizes the

opportunities life has to offer. “Because she competes

with no one, no one can compete with her”

DAISY’S PERSONALITY

Jenifer Whitely (Showstoppers designer) “Daisy when we

met you, you were shy and timid but you have become

bold and fierce and definitely a force to be reckoned

with. Brown and beige and nothing to revealing were

the order of the day. You crept into my heart and soul

from day 1. Slowly, slowly we took each competition as

a stepping stone and your dedication and hard work

started paying off. After many tears and nasty haters

putting you down you picked yourself up and gave it

your all.

We experimented, we learned, we adjusted, we made

life altering changes and THEN a new DAISY emerged.

To see you grow has been an absolute pleasure. This

achievement means more than winning WORLDS.

“You are a true CHAMPION, I adore you” Rudie Fourie

(Trainer 2015 – 2018)

“Was n voorreg en n eer. Jy’s n mens met die mooiste

hart en verdien nog meer geluk. Baie trots op jou”

Caryn Tyler (Trainer 2018- current)

“ Daisy – the never giver up; always there for EVERYONE;

Heart of gold; Always a smile; Dedication like NO

OTHER; Jys een uit n miljoen”

2019 ACHIEVEMENTS:

• IFBB: SA X-treme, 4th place.

• IFBB: Sedibeng Provincials, 1 st place

• IBFF SA Police Nationals:

• 1st place Miss Fitness Model and was selected to

represent the SA Police at the South African National

IBFF World Cup Pro Amp Championships.

• 2nd place Miss Figure South African National IBFF

World Cup Pro Amp Championship:

• 3rd place Fitness Model over 35

• 5th place Miss Fitness over 40 and was selected to

represent the SA Police at the IBFF World

Championship 2019 in Brezice , Slovenia

• IBFF World Championship 2019 - Brezice

• Best over 45 Miss Fitness Model

• 7th place Miss Fitness Model

• 9th place Miss Fitness Model over 35

• South African Police Service Gauteng Annual

Excellence awards 2nd runner up in the category

Sport Woman of the Year 2017 and 2018.

2020 ACHIEVEMENTS:

• IBFF Pro Divas

• 3rd place Wellness under 1.68m

• 2nd place Miss Fitness Model over 35

• South African National IBFF World Cup Pro Amp

Championship: event 5th December 2020

“Daisy’s participation and achievements clearly speak

of her commitment, self- discipline, hard work and

obvious love for our beautiful sport. Daisy is the perfect

example of a great ambassador for our sport and we

are looking forward to see her in future” – Ellmarie Wroe

for the President IFBB Bodybuilding S.A

MORE ABOUT DAISY:

Colour : red

Ringtone: Try everything: Shakira – good motivational

words “I won’t give up, till I reach the end then I’ll try

again, I wanna try everything though I could fail”

Movie: Zootropolis – as she can affiliate with the female

Police bunny that needs to work extra hard to prove

herself.

Kids: 1 son 17 years old (my everything)

Coffee: black with cinnamon - can’t resist Seattle

Coffees

Must haves after a competition: date balls / salt &

Vinegar puffs cappuccino

Vehicle: Honda Jazz – RED

Pre-week hates: water load (I need a drip please) and

when you need to water load and are stuck in traffic.

Clothing : Love dresses

Food prepping: I hate cooking I’d rather die, luckily I got

MUNCH Measured Meals to assist me, making my life

easy

Music: anything on the radio, but love Afrikaans

Pets: 2 cats – Sylvester and Lilly (my beloved horse ALEX)

Hobbies: Dancing, photography

Cheat meal: Pap & wors / Spur’s Quesadillas chicken &

cheese

Daisy would like to conclude with the
wise words of a Greek philosopher,
Aristotle, who said: “We are what we
repeatedly do” exercise is not a
punishment and you should not be
forced to do it.
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Michelle Sky Hayward
Talented Model & Kitesurfer from the Eastern Cape

Could you tell us a bit about yourself – how did you get

to where you are and what is your path up till here?

I grew up in a small town in the Eastern Cape called

Alexandria. It was always my dream to move to Cape

Town so when I was 20, I took my little car and drove up

to Cape Town to start a job at a Pilates studio in the city

centre. I didn't know anyone and lived alone. It was

scary and difficult, but I was just so happy to be living in

the city! Soon after moving, I opened my own studio in

Sea Point and then met and married my husband Neil.

Then when I was 27, I closed my studio to pursue other

passions. As much as I loved having my own business

and teaching Pilates it just wasn't my passion. I wanted

to spend more time kitesurfing and pursuing other

interests. I had no idea what I was going to do but soon

after closing my studio my social media took off, I

became the South African Champion for kitesurfing and

started to feature on TV and in magazines.

I also became the brand ambassador for Aquasky

Water, which has been a dream job for me! In 2019, I

took part in Mrs South Africa and ended up coming in

the Top 10 and was awarded the Body Beautiful award.

Competing in Mrs SA inspired me to open a business

called I Choose South Africa. Since this was also the

name of my campaign during the pageant. I am so

passionate about the country and I want to do

anything I can to make a positive change. We sell kids

and pets products from Shweshwe fabric.

All the items are made and designed in the little town

where I grew up and they are for sale in boutiques

around the country and on Takealot. I've learnt that

following your heart and working hard at your dreams is

a great recipe for success. It is not easy, but it is worth it.

As for now, I am still living in Cape Town, kitesurfing with

my husband as much as possible, working hard at

growing my business and growing my social media.

How does Kitesurfing compare with other water sports

such as surfing and windsurfing – how is it similar, how is

it different?

Kitesurfing is kind of a combination of surfing,

windsurfing and wakeboarding. Like windsurfing, you

need to wind to get going, but your kite and board are

not attached like in windsurfing. There are many

different divisions of kitesurfing so if you like surfing

waves you can use a wave board (like a strong, small

surfboard) or you can use a twintip board which is like a

wake board. You can then choose to surf waves, jump,

do tricks, or just cruise.

Kitesurfing looks really tricky. Is it difficult and do you

have to be ultra strong to do it?

The common misconception about kitesurfing is that

you need to be really strong to do it. However, your kite

is attached to you via a harness that you wear around

your waist or hips, so you only need to use your arms to

steer. And whatever strength you need to control your

kite and board, is learned during your lessons. So yes, it is

tricky and there is a process in learning all the skills and

safety, but you don't need to be particularly strong to

start the sport. Once you progress and want to try tricks

then you will need a little more strength.

Would you recommend lessons to beginners? Or should

you just borrow some equipment and give it a go?

Lessons are a HUGE MUST. There is no way you can start

without lessons. And you need to do lessons with a

good, certified instructor from a kitesurfing school. At

the end of the day, kitesurfing is an extreme sport and

people have died doing it, so you need to take your

safety and your lessons very seriously. The great thing is

that the instructor will have all your gear for you, so you

only need to buy gear once you are up and riding and

ready to go out alone.

Where are the best kitesurfing spots?

Bloubergstrand in Cape Town (also known as "Kite

Beach") is one of the best spots in the world because of

the long stretch of beach, big waves and strong wind

that blows all day in summer. Professional kitesurfers

from all over the world come to Cape Town every

summer to train; I am so happy to call it my home! There

are many other popular spots around the world like

Mauritius, Greece, Egypt, Dahkla and many others, but

another one similar to Cape Town is Brazil. And the best

spot I have ever been to is Egypt.

There has been a lot of controversy in the surfing

community around localism. Are kitesurfers competitive

in a similar way? Or is their a sense of community

amongst kiters on the beach?

What I love about kitesurfing is the sense of community

amongst all the kiters. It is not at all like surfing since we

have the entire ocean to use, and don't need to fight

over one particular wave. We help each other out on

the water if someone crashes or loses their board and

we launch and land each others kites.

Is the equipment needed expensive? Is this only a sport

for the “rich kids”?

Another common misconception surrounding kitesurfing

is that it is very expensive. If you buy all brand-new

equipment then it would be extremely expensive, but

the second-hand market is very big and affordable.

When you first start kitesurfing, you crash your kite all the

time, so it's best to get an old cheap kite that you don't

mind destroying. And then once you are confident in

your riding, you can look for something a little better.

You can also buy a second-hand harness and board for

very little. You just need to make sure that it is a good

quality kite and the right type and size, but this is

something that your instructor will guide you on.

What do you love most about kitesurfing?

Oh wow, where do I start!? There are so many things I

love about it, but the main thing is the feeling that it

gives me. I feel so alive and free when I am gliding

across the water and flying through the sky. The whole

experience of having the wind blow in your hair while

hearing the waves and smelling the salty sea air is so

uplifting! I love this entire experience, as well as the

process from start to end. From the excitement you feel

when you are getting ready at home, to the drive there

where you notice how windy is, to greeting other kiters

and setting up. And then of course spending time in the

ocean and then even afterwards when you are

packing up on the beach and when you get home and

think about the great day you had.

Any downsides?

The only downside for me is that the sport is wind

dependant. So, I can't just go kitesurfing whenever I like.

And sometimes it can be very frustrating when the wind

doesn't blow for weeks on end. But on the other hand, it

is a good way to take a break and focus on other sports

and hobbies.

What do you do when your sessions are just not flowing,

nothing works and you just keep crashing? Do you have

a trick to change your mindset?

When this happens, I know I need to force myself to

take a little break or try something different. Sometimes

when you take a break your mind starts to work things

out in your subconscious and then when you return to

the trick, you can suddenly do it! This is a trick I learnt

when I was a competitive gymnast, and it has

translated well to kitesurfing as well. It is amazing how

your subconscious works to solve the problem while you

are taking a break.

Other times, I find it also helps to try a different type of

kitesurfing like by taking my wave board and just surfing

some waves or going to a new spot. There are also

times where nothing works because the wind is not

good, like it is too soft or not consistent. In times like

those I just try to remind myself that I am always learning

something, and bad conditions will just help me

appreciate the good conditions so much more.

Do you have a life philosophy or your own mantra that

you follow and that keeps you inspired?

I have two:

The first one is a quote by Muhammad Ali, “It's not the

mountains ahead to climb that wear you out, it's the

pebble in your shoe.” I love this quote because it

teaches you not to sweat the small stuff. The little things

in life can really get us down, but we need to focus on

the bigger picture. Reaching our dreams and fulfilling

our calling in life is going to come naturally to us, but

only if we can put aside the small, insignificant things

that get us down.

And the second is "The future belongs
to those who believe in the beauty of
their dreams," by Eleanor Roosevelt. I
know this may sound super cheesy,
but I really believe in this! I fight hard
for my dreams and I truly believe in
the beauty of them. We all need to
identify our dreams and then do
whatever we can to make them
happen.

What is your idea of happiness and success?

Peace. For me, peace is everything. If you have peace

in your life you will have happiness and success. Peace

with others, peace within yourself, peace that you are

doing what you need to be doing in life and making the

right decisions and peace with God. There are so many

people who are rich, successful, and famous, yet their

hearts are not at peace and they are not happy. I

always make sure my decisions are guided by peace,

and not fear.

Any inspirational words you would like to leave for the

kite girls out there?

Whether you are a seasoned kitesurfer, new to the sport

or are just thinking about starting the sport, the biggest

piece of advice I can give you is to be patient. The

learning process, whether you are still learning to fly the

kite or learning tricks, can take a long time and

everyone learns at their own speed. And on top of this,

it is weather dependant, so it can get extremely

frustrating! But just keep at it and it will all be worth it in

the end. Also, be aware of how inspiring you are. You

may never realise the impact you have on those

around you.

Like the little girl on the beach that sees you in the water

and thinks "wow, girls can do anything," or someone

who gets inspired by you when they see you trying new

things and taking up an extreme sport. And one more

thing is to stay true to who you are. Don't let anyone put

you in a box just because you are a sporty girl. Sure, I'm

an extreme sports athlete and adrenaline junky, but I

also always have my nails done, wear cute wetsuits and

do modelling. Just because I am girly doesn't mean I

can't also be sporty!

If someone wants to connect with you, where can you

be found?

Please get in touch with me! I answer all my messages

and I love connecting with people. I can give you help

or advice, or just say hi.

You can find me on Instagram, Facebook and TikTok

and my username is @michelleskyhayward on all these

platforms.

You can also check out my blog here:

www.michellesky.com





Interview Samantha Faasen
Make-up artist from Centurion Gauteng

Tell the readers more about yourself and what you do.

My name is Samantha Faasen, I am currently a 35-year-

old professional makeup artist residing in Centurion,

Gauteng. I specialize in bridal and any / all occasion

makeup and I love that I get to live out my dreams

making woman feel confident and great about

themselves. At the end of the day it’s all about my

client.

How old were you when you first began experimenting

with makeup and what inspired you to do so?

I was in my teens when I was allowed to wear makeup, I

was always inspired by my mom who worked in the

beauty retail industry, whenever she had makeup on

her mood instantly changed and you could see her

confidence shine through, I love how she tried different

looks and I loved bragging about my mom being the

prettiest lady in the room.

Did you study make up or are you self taught? What are

your opinions on education in the creative sector and is

it important for a make up artist to have studied make

up?

I did a short course at Burst academy now known as

burst brushes in my early 20’s, and when I turned 30 I

met my mentor Cicilia Kaufmann who taught me

everything I know today, she trained me for a year,

where I shadowed and assisted her and started my own

company. To this day I still work with her on many jobs

and I still see her as my idol in makeup. I think it is very

important to go to a good makeup school to get a

good background of makeup, because it’s not just

makeup, there is so much more you need to know and

do to do well in this industry from skincare to the science

behind products as well as hygiene. I can highly

recommend after studying to shadow and assist a

professional in the industry. One thing I’ve learned is that

you can never stop learning in this industry.

What is the most challenging or surprising aspects of

being a make up artist? Are there any disadvantages,

or things you don’t like about being a make up artist or

the make up industry, and is there anything you’d like to

change?

There are many challenges in this industry, you have to

compete with so many other artists and your work

needs to stand out. My weakness would be advertising,

it’s not something I’m good at but to survive in this

industry it’s a must. You need to be able to work well

with all types of people and you need to know how to

keep a bride / client calm on their big day. Experience

of something small like working in a restaurant as a

waiter or being a sales person has really helped me

develop excellent social skills.

What is your creative process like for creating new

looks?

When I create a new look its usually inspired by

something I’ve seen on the internet or something that

would just randomly pop up in my head. I get a pen

and paper and write down a full plan on how to

implement the look, I also use face charts to give myself

an idea of what I want to achieve on my model. Most

importantly I remind myself to have fun while doing the

look and I will usually always put on music which gives

me the stamina I need while doing the look. I really do

enjoy getting on my creative side and exploring with

trends.

What makes your makeup style different and unique?

What makes my makeup different and unique is I

always analyse a person’s features, skin tone and

requests. Sometimes what they want won’t work with

their features and I advise them on the right look for

them. I believe doing a skin prep before makeup can

make a big difference.

Who would you say are your inspirations?

My inspiration still to this day is a very well know makeup

artist in SA who taught me everything I know today,

Cicilia Kaufmann.

Which celebrities inspire your makeup looks?

My celebrity inspiration is Lisa Eldridge, I love how she

keeps it natural and focuses on skin before makeup.

Take us through the process of creating a new look —

where do you start?

When I create a new look its usually inspired by

something I’ve seen on the internet or something that

would just randomly pop up in my head. I get a pen

and paper and write down a full plan on how to

implement the look, I also use face charts to give myself

an idea of what I want to achieve on my model. Most

importantly I remind myself to have fun while doing the

look and I will usually always put on music which gives

me the stamina I need while doing the look. I really do

enjoy getting on my creative side and exploring with

trends.

Do you consider make up to be an art form and what

are your opinions on those that say that make up (and

the wider beauty community) has a negative impact on

society?

Makeup is certainly a form of art and there is a science

behind it. I think it’s important to use the right makeup

for you and something that works for you. If something

works for me, it won’t necessarily work for you. I can

recommend taking a class with a makeup artist to see

which products are right for you, if you use it correctly,

for your style and features you will be shocked at the

difference it can make. And that’s just it, makeup

makes a difference, it gives you confidence and it is a

memory you can forever look back at in your photos,

that’s why its important to choose the right makeup

artist for you. I don’t dwell on the negativity about

makeup, its either for you or its not

What was the first high end makeup product you ever

bought?

My first high end product I purchased was a foundation

palette by Kryolan.

What is your favourite makeup look you have ever

done?

My favorite makeup look thus far was an Avant Grande

look I did at Miss Teen / Universe a few years ago, it was

the first time I entered the pageant industry, we had

30min per look, I picked up my brush not having any

idea of what to do, and then it is as if it just happened

naturally and I was stunned at myself for what I was

able to achieve using my creative mind.

If you were given an unlimited supply of makeup from

any brand what would it be and why?

If there is one product I would love to stock in my kit but

simply can’t afford to it would have to be DIOR, their

airbrush sprays are amazing, it feels like I’m spraying out

gold when I test them at the shop.

Tell us what your makeup bag looks like on a daily

basis.

My personal makeup bag does not look anything like

my kit, for myself I use all the products that I didn’t find

good enough for my kit, my only investment is my Estée

lauder foundation, other than that, I always have

mascara and eyeliner in my bag and a brow kit and a

lipstick which I sometimes use on my lips, cheeks and

eyes all together.

What's your holy-grail makeup product and why?

As a makeup artist, I don’t believe in having one brand

as almost every brand has at least one or two excellent

products. Currently the holy grail in my kit is my Dior

primer air brush spray, however, the two products that

makes the most impact on any look is a brow kit and

false cluster lashes that is a more natural type of look.

Where do you see your makeup career going?

I definitely still see myself doing full time makeup in 10

years from now, I really have a big passion for this and

have invested a lot of myself into this, as long as my

clients are happy I am happy. I aspire to empower

woman along the way and do the best at what I do

Do you think social media is helpful to make up artists?

How has it affected your practice and is it something

you enjoy?

I am not somebody who can watch a you tube

makeup video and be inspired, I look to books for

inspiration and I still struggle that everything in today’s

world is rotated around social media, however for

marketing purposes social media does play a very big

important role, and has certainly helped me showcase

my work and get in clients. It’s also a good way to know

if people like what you have done or if they don’t,

where you can do it again until perfect. Not everything

you see on social media is real, it is heavily filtered giving

client’s unrealistic expectations. For benefit purposes I

fully prepare to take a social media and marketing

course to help grow my business.

What advice would you give other MUA's trying to grow

their following on Instagram?

You need to keep your account active, if you don’t

have any work to post then perhaps post makeup tips

and video’s, always keep your account active, I post at

least twice a week and am preparing to post more

frequently in the future. Listen to what your followers say

and most importantly, never give up. Rome wasn’t built

in a day and it takes years for a business to grow, do not

feel disheartened but push yourself to the limit. If you

keep on going so will your business.

And finally, what does makeup mean to you?

Makeup to me means... to be so passionate about

something that drives you, inspires you and others that

you cannot imagine yourself not doing. It means facing

the world with confidence, feeling comfortable in your

own skin. It is said that makeup increases feelings of self-

worth, attitude and personality and I completely agree

that it can also be therapeutic. It inspires me to be

better than yesterday. It inspires me to inspire others. It

was recorded in the great depression that red lipstick

was the biggest seller amongst woman, I think that

speaks for itself.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can you

be found?

I can be found on Facebook and Instagram

Instagram - @samanthafaasen

FB – Professional makeup and styling by Samantha

Faasen
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Photographer Janie Opperman 

Hi, I’m Janie Opperman from Janie Opperman

Photography. I love taking photos! Usually when we

went on holiday, I would take my husbands camera

and take a lot of photos, never really understanding

how photography works, but I enjoyed capturing

special moments otherwise forgotten on auto.

My dear husband is a Scuba dive instructor and did

a underwater photography course. He even went to

Madagascar to go take beautiful photos at Nosy Be

island. He had a special case for his camera to be

able to take it underwater, so usually when we went

to the pool he wanted his camera back. I told him to

buy me my own camera and I will leave his alone

then.

On January 5th 2017 our house burnt down while we

where on holiday. We lost everything! We had to

build our lives up from scratch again. It was hard! In

September 2017 my husband bought me a Canon

1300D for my birthday.

I was so excited and couldn’t wait to start taking

photos, but I then realised, this is not as easy as just

pushing a button and getting a great photo. My

husband then decided to get me an online course to

learn the basics of photography and my camera.

Soon after that I wanted to learn more, so I did

another online photography course and I learned so

much.

I grew a lot since then. I attended a few workshops in

Wedding photography and off camera flash

photography, also a newborn photography

workshop. I loved all the new things I learned and

tried them at every shoot I had the opportunity to do.

I saved up money and upgraded my camera to a

Canon 6D. What a game changer that was for me.

Going from cropped sensor to full frame opened up

so many new opportunities for me.

I was a second shooter for a few photography friends

at weddings and then I did my very first wedding

alone! Man, that was terrifying but so rewarding!

Since that wedding I have been working on my

editing style as I realised my editing was all over the

place. I edited the same photo in a few different

styles and decided which one I like best. I prefer a

light, airy and romantic editing style.

I look at what works with the photo, what will make

the emotions from the photo stand out more, what

will make the photo better? I feel that every wedding

is different and therefore not all will work with the

same style of editing, but keeping true to myself and

bringing out the best in each photo is what I aim for. I

enjoy doing all types of photography, weddings,

couples, family, newborn, outdoor, studio, concept

shoots, landscapes and lifestyle.

I upgraded to a Canon EOS R in February 2020, just

before we went into a hard lockdown in South Africa.

I had time to learn my new camera and play with it,

becoming more confident with it. I have so much still

to learn and I love trying out new things and then

working on them until I get it right! Photography is

ever evolving and there will always be new things to

learn!

I am a people’s person. I love being around other

people and love that photography has given me the

platform to “work” and enjoying what I do so much!

Each time a client contacts me, I get so excited

because I know I well meet new people and be able

to capture special moments in their lives.

I know the importance those photos will have for

them in years to come. Photographs are the only

thing you usually have left when someone dear to

you has passed away, looking through all those

photos will bring those special memories and

emotions to life again, and that is why it is so

important to take those photos of family and friends,

you never know when that will be all you have left.

I know I wouldn’t be able to live out my dream if it

was not for my amazing husband, who always has

my back, supports me in every dream I have and for

cheering me on when I think I’m not good enough.

My lovely daughters for always believing in me. My

Family who is so supportive and my friends and

clients for supporting my business and helping me

grow! Thank you to all of you!

May 2021 bring so much joy and love!
May we all reach our goals! No
matter how hard it gets, stand up, do
your thing and believe in yourself!

Contact details: 

Cellphone number: 073 903 2492
Email address: janie@opperman.co.za

Facebook: 
@JanieOppermanPhotography

Instagram: 
@janieoppermanphotography
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The 10 Main Types Of Modeling
There are many types of 

modeling. Modeling is one of 

those unique professions that 

lends itself to applying your 

specific talents in many 

interesting ways. As a model, 

you get the chance to be 

creative and explore the 

different artistic options within 

the fashion industry. 

Many people dabble in 

multiple types of modeling

before settling on the type 

that best fits their skills.

Fashion (Editorial) Model

These models are the faces you see in high fashion

magazines such as Vogue and Elle. Editorial models

also usually work for top fashion designers such as

Marc Jacobs, Prada, and Gucci. As a whole,

editorial modeling tends to be the most selective.

Most Editorial models are incredibly tall, slim, and

usually are the ‘complete package.’

Runway Model

These models are found on the catwalk and are

hired to showcase a designer’s clothing line. Due to

the precise sizes of the designer’s clothing, runway

models are often a certain height and size. If you are

at least over 5’9 then this type of modeling could be

for you.

Swimsuit & Lingerie Model

These models specialize in showing off either

swimsuits or lingerie. This model type is usually

someone a bit more voluptuous and curvy. These

models also tend to model sleepwear, summer wear,

and other forms of undergarments.

Commercial Model

Commercial Models are not restricted by age,

height, or size. Therefore, this modeling type is the

most open to diverse and new talent. Commercial

models advertise a wide range of products in

catalogs, campaigns, and commercials.

Fitness Model

These models tend to be the most fit, toned, and

athletically built. This of course makes sense as these

models are tasked with wearing fitness attire. Fitness

models are also found in commercials that involve

demonstrating fitness routines.

Parts Model

Parts Models specialize in modeling their hands, arms,

feet, and legs. A hand model can book a job

involving jewellery, where as a foot model can book

a job with a shoe company. Both can book a job

involving nail and beauty care.

As a whole, clients look for a parts model who has

well-proportioned body parts that fit standard shoes

and jewellery.

Fit Model

A fit model is a model who works behind the scenes

and helps fashion houses get the sizing and fit right

before the garment is sent off to be manufactured.

Fit models are a diverse group in terms of body

shape since there’s a need for fit models to represent

every size a garment comes in.

Promotional Model

This type of model books jobs that help sell or

promote a certain commodity. Promotional models

are often found at trade shows and other live events.

As a whole, these models must be personable,

outgoing, and have a strong knowledge of the

product they are representing.

Glamour Model

Glamour modeling is centered on appearance,

including facial beauty and body shape. These

models are usually curvier than editorial models and

often book swimsuit and lingerie photoshoots.

Glamour models tend to pose more suggestively

than typical editorial or commercial models.

Print Model

Print models are often found in magazines, billboards,

campaigns, booklets, flyers, and posters. These

models usually have clear skin and a nice smile.

While some of these models are selling a product,

others are simply photographed based on the needs

of the client.

7 TIPS TO NAIL YOUR FIRST MODEL CASTING

Model casting are an 

expected part of your 

journey to becoming a 

successful model. After all, 

this is your main way of 

booking jobs!

When you attend a model 

casting you are essentially 

providing a snippet of how 

you will be on the real job, so 

it’s important to leave a good 

impression. Showing that 

you’re professional and 

prepared could give the 

Casting Director all the 

reason they need to hire you 

over the next girl or guy.

Read the Brief from Your Agent

It’s so important that before you attend a model

casting you read the brief carefully, as it may contain

information crucial to your preparation.

If you’re casting for a bikini shoot, for example, you’ll

need to ensure that your skin/body is bikini ready.

Moisturise, shave your legs and bring your own bikini

with you. Always read the brief from your agent and

prepare accordingly.

Do Your Homework

You’ll also get brownie points for knowing a bit about

the company that you’re casting for. Jump online

check out their website and social media platforms.

Make note of the types of models they’ve used in the

past or anything worth mentioning when you meet

with the casting director.

This will spark some conversation and will hopefully be

a good way for the casting director to remember you

over the 20 other girls.

Leave the Entourage at Home

Castings are kind of like a job interview for models. So

with that in mind, it’s not appropriate to bring friends

and family along with you. If you’re under 16 it’s OK

to bring a parent, however they will usually be asked

to wait outside during the casting process.

Dress the Part

When attending castings you want to show an agent

that you’re a true professional. So unless they ask you

to wear something specific (men casting for Hugo

Boss to wear a suit for example), then the following is

a staple model casting outfit:

Girls – A little black dress or high waisted skinny jeans

and a fitted tank top are the usual go to’s. Plain high

heeled pumps and clean groomed hair are

necessary.

Guys – Skinny jeans, fitted plain tee and clean semi-

smart shoes.

Arrive 10 Minutes Early

Always arrive on time if not, 10 minutes early. No one

likes to be left waiting, casting directors less than

anyone! If they have to wait for you during the

casting process, it will be an uphill struggle to change

their bad first impression of you.

Be Prepared to Take Direction

During the casting process there a few things that will

be required of you. Depending on the job, you may

be asked to try on clothing, walk for them (which is

generally just for catwalk castings) and most

commonly be photographed.

When you’re asked for a snap it’s good to start with a

standard straight up and down shot and then move

through a few small poses each time they take the

next shot. This is all a rather quick process, that’s why

preparation is key!

Always Be Polite

Last but not least, always be polite
and courteous, even if you feel that
the casting did not go so well. Thank
everybody involved and leave with a
smile on your face.

Once you’ve left the casting, it’s a good idea to

touch base with your agent and let them know that

you’ve come and gone. That way they are more

likely to follow up with the client.
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Different Fashion Photography Types Explained

High Fashion

We’ve all heard of Gucci, Dior, and Chanel. Most of

the content you’ll see from high fashion brands is in

the form of advertisements. These companies often

choose advertising platforms that their wealthy

clients also use. That’s why you only see their ads in

magazines such as Vogue and not teen fashion

publications.

Most of the high fashion commercials you see are

either highly conceptual or elegantly simple. Many

of them also prefer full page or double page print

ads to grab the reader’s attention. A high

percentage of high fashion print ads feature

supermodels and actors. Their use of high profile

celebrities adds to the allure and exclusivity of their

brand.

Top brands also hire famous fashion
photographers to create content for
their marketing. It’s their way of telling
people that premium items need
premium quality even when it comes
to photography.

Street Fashion

Also known as urban fashion, this genre represents

the opposite of high fashion. It showcases wardrobes

that people like to wear every day. Unlike high

fashion, street fashion has a more rugged look. It’s all

about shirts, jeans, hoodies, and other fashion

articles you often see people use in urban areas.

Of course, it doesn’t mean that a regular t-shirt and

a pair of jeans make up street fashion. It also

includes dresses and casual outfits that emphasize

elegance without sacrificing comfort.

Street fashion involves particular looks from all sorts of

subcultures. Some street fashionistas might go for the

skater or grunge look. Others will find inspiration in

hip-hop or Kawaii-inspired Japanese aesthetics.

Since street fashion draws from a variety of

inspirations, it’s not surprising if you see it in

catalogues or even editorials.

Alternative Fashion

Everything that doesn’t fit mainstream fashion

belongs in this category. It’s a tricky term to use.

What makes up “alternative” today may become

popular in the next few years. Some trends that are

now considered mainstream include hippie, grunge,

and hip-hop. But there are also other styles that

constantly go in and out of fashion, like punk and

goth.

These days, there isn’t one subculture that

dominates when it comes to alternative fashion.

We’re seeing a lot of individuals mixing and

matching different styles. Alternative fashion doesn’t

always appear in big magazines. But photography is

still a big part of helping these trends spread.

It doesn’t depend on traditional publications.

Instead, it relies on alternative media and online

sources. One of the most popular portals for

alternative fashion are street style blogs.

These sites document the current
trends as they develop and evolve
on the streets.

Editorial

This term refers to a series of images spanning a few

pages you see in fashion magazines. It shows the

glamorous lifestyle involved in wearing different

fashion brands. In a way, a fashion editorial is like

reading a story but through visuals and not words.

The first page has a title as well as the name of the

model and the photographer.

And the next pages show a character (the model)

acting out different scenes.

Fashion editorials revolve around a
theme. It could be anywhere from a
woman walking around Paris, to
someone adventuring in the deserts.
Its primary function is to feature
clothes in different scenarios.

Editorial photography also often involves several

brands. So the photographer needs to be creative

when it comes using different angles. A typical shoot

would have close-ups for jewellery and long shots to

show the entire wardrobe.

Beauty Editorial

Not all fashion photography types involve outfits.

Jewellery, hairstyle, and makeup are also integral in

fashion. And the best way to photograph these

elements is through beauty editorials.

Unlike a regular editorial, a beauty editorial focuses

on the face and the top half of the model. Its

purpose is to show the small items that the subject is

wearing. These include rings, earrings, and other

small pieces of jewellery.

Apart from jewellery, beauty editorials are also useful

when it comes to showcasing headwear. Because of

the proximity of the camera to the model, this

photography style lets people examine the details of

the product better. Beauty editorials also emphasize

the model’s natural appeal.

That’s why it’s useful in highlighting
hairstyles and makeup. There are
even occasions when people use it
to show nail art.

Catalogue

This type of commercial photography is all about

simplicity. Its primary goal is to sell clothes to

consumers. It features minimal styling to bring focus

on the outfit.

Think of catalogue fashion as any other product

photography you see in magazines. The only

difference is there’s a model present in the image.

Catalog photos often feature a plain background.

The most common colors you see are white and

grey. But sometimes, photographers also use neutral

colors to make the product pop.

Another characteristic of catalog photography is the

lack of props. Every once in a while, you’ll see a

small item or even a chair. But in most cases, the

background is bare. The poses in catalog images

are also more straightforward. Models often stand

straight to ensure the entire outfit is visible.

Every once in a while, they position
themselves in a way that shows the
different features of the item, such as
pockets or zippers.

Lookbook

What would happen if you combined catalogue

with lifestyle photography? You end up with what

people call a lookbook. A lookbook is a way to show

people different ways to wear clothes. Instead of a

plain background, it often features an authentic

location. Doing so allows people to imagine what

they’d look like in everyday situations.

The infusion of lifestyle with fashion also makes

lookbooks like editorials. But the difference between

a lookbook and an editorial is that a lookbook

doesn’t involve a story. It displays outfits much like

catalogue shots.

Fashion brands often use both
catalogues and lookbooks when
marketing their products.

Of course, a lookbook is not just for selling clothes.

People also use it to feature their work as a model or

a photographer. Instead of showing one look like a

typical portfolio, it shows different styles from one

outfit.

Street Style

Street style involves taking portraits of well-dressed

strangers on the streets. It became a common

activity among fashion bloggers in the early 2000s.

Street style photos often look like regular portraits or

paparazzi shots.

Some photographers like their
subjects to pose. Others like to take
photos as the moment happens.

What makes it different from other fashion

photography types is its sense of spontaneity. In

normal situations, street style photographers don’t

plan their shoot in advance. Instead, they look for

people to shoot all the time and ask them for a

picture.

These days, you’ll see prominent publications such

as Vogue include a street style section in their

publication. Apart from featuring regular people,

they also include a lot of celebrities in and outside of

gala events. People like it because it’s relatable.

Even if you’re a regular person, you have the

chance to be photographed if you’re wearing a

nice outfit.

Outfit of the Day

This photography style is popular among bloggers

and influencers. It doesn’t advertise clothing like the

other ones on this list. It serves as an individual’s

fashion journal.

O.O.T.D. is a great way to create content for social

media and fashion blogs. Plenty of socialites and

celebrities do it. But the majority of people who do it

are amateur fashionistas. This particular style is an

informal way of documenting clothing.

A lot of the images of this kind involve simple

backgrounds such as city streets or even bedroom

walls. It’s also common to see pictures taken with

phones instead of professional cameras.

The clothes featured in O.O.T.D.s often
belong to the wearer. In most cases,
they’re a mishmash of brands that
showcase the individual’s style. And
thrift store finds are common.

In general, O.O.T.D.s are personal rather than

commercial. But some people also use it for

marketing. And there are times when brands sponsor

a blogger to feature specific products.

Conclusion

You don’t have to choose one
photography style when it comes to
fashion photography. Plenty of
successful photographers know how
to shoot both catalogue and
editorial.

Model:  Karabo

Modelling Studio:  JannyDjan Models Photo Credit:  

Picsation Photography

MUA:  Stephan Venter / Kryolan Potchefstroom

Dress:  VIWA PRIVE



Megan-Anne  
PPMC January 2021

Sophisticate Models/ 

MMM - A Multi Management Agency

Photo Credit: Pro Design Photographers
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Jazlyn (Photo left)

Photo credit: Moment In Focus Photography

Jazlyn is a shy girl but when getting infront of a

camera her shyness disappears and she goes

all out, her motivation is to see the end result of

her beauty captured in the photograph.

Her goal is to succeed one day to become a

professional photoshoot model.

Zanè (Photo left)

Modelling school: Chantenique Charm and Finishing School

Photographer: Jaqcueline Britz

I won the Face of Chantenique petite overall category. That

means that I will representing Chantenique for the year of 2021.

This was my first overall title. I enjoyed every part of this journey and

I definitely learnt a lot through the process. I am very blessed and

grateful for this opportunity.

Katryn (Photo right)

Agency or modeling school - Only pure

beauty I'm at no agency or school.

Photo credit: Angeleye photography

I'm a toddler with a caring heart, I want

to grow more in modeling, I love dancing

and singing.

I love animals. My favorite thing to do is

dressing up and make up (lipstick).

Milani (Photo right)

Very bubble person who enjoys cat
walking around the house with my mom's
shoes and dresses. She used to be a
model and that inspires me a lot.

Just hope that one day will be able to fulfil that other side.

I love reading and challenging myself with new tasks.

Nevaeh-lee (Photo left)

She loves to play with her little brother.

She also loves to be outside and to

play with blocks.. She enjoys helping

others

Nevaeh-lee used to model for Star

Models EC since the age of 2 years but

due to personal reasons the agency

closed.. She loved to model and wants

to do it again.

Noah (Photo left)

Noah loves to play with his
toys. He also loves to play
outside.. He started going
to play school and enjoys
it.. He loves his big sister
and enjoys playing with
her..

Bonolo (Photo right)

IG: bonolomissb_

My name is Bonolo Makgoba, I’m 8 years

old and I’m in grade 3. I come from a

beautiful town called Tzaneen in

Limpopo Province.

I am a Hockey player, Ballerina and of

course a Model. When I grow up I want

to be South Africa’s next Top model. I am

career focused young lady who see

herself as a Paediatrician.

My motto is: if you can imagine it you

can achieve it.

Sinamava (Photo right)

Photographer: Gemini Solutions Photography

Agency: Gemini Models & Talent Agency.

Friendly , love meeting new
people and work hard to be a
model. Doing all the workshops.

Cathy (Photo left)

Photographer: Jenique Labuschagne

Make up and Hair: Rina van Staden

My hobbies is drama, modelling, singing and drawing.

When I grow up. I want to be a CSI agent, model, actress

or singer. My love for photographs starts with Talent Africa.

I placed in a few photogenic competitions as winner. 2nd

and 3rd place.

My role model in life is myself, because
God made me unique and special on my
own. I'm too young to be like somebody
else. I need to be my own person.

I started drama when I was 5 years old. Modelling at the

age 11. I was selected Face of Talent Africa 2020 Public

Choice Inland winner.

Some titles I won in Photogenic Competition is as follow

• Miss Fast Track 2020 Overall Senior winner

• Kings and Queens of the Seasons 2nd Princess

• Galaxy Goddess 2nd Princess

• Miss Le Paris 2020 1st Princess

• Miss Royal Heart 1st Princess

• Miss Infinity Queen Winner

• Miss Fashionista Diva 2020 Winner

• Miss Enchanted Forest Fairy 2nd Princess

• Pre-Teen Miss Midvaal 1st Princess

• Miss Childhood Supermodel 2020 Winner

• Face of PPMC Junior 3rd Princess

• Top 10 Supermodel March Winner

• Miss Black and White 2019 2nd Princess

• Miss Once Upon A Lifetime 1st Princess

I won 17 Gold and 2 silver medals at Talent Africa and was

invited to participate in Talent America.

My motto in life is: treat people well and
life will treat you better.

Young Models South - Africa



Mariéla  
PPMC January 2021

Ace Models West Rand and Ace International

Photo credit: Anns Photography



Kayleigh (Photo left)

Agency: Elite Models SA Vaal

Photo credit: Christelle van Niekerk

I am the petite 6 year old Kayleigh van Niekerk from Sasolburg in

the Vaal Triangle. I am gymnastics crazy but recently competed

ag mu very first pageant and walked away with the title

My mommy motivates me as she is a
modelling teacher of her own school.

My goal is to be the best me I can be.

Avonique (Photo right)

Agency: 33 & me Talent Agency

Photo Credit: Danzfuss Photography

I am an outgoing, fun loving 12 year old girl. I am determined

and goal driven and will face any challenge to achieve my

goals.

I have a huge passion for acting and to be
on stage, performing. Being on TV has
always been a dream, and soon you will be
able to see me on SABC 3 – “I am a work of
Art”.

I also love modelling and to be in front of the camera.

One of my biggest achievements was winning the title of

‘Little miss World’ in Turkey in 2019. (And hopefully I will

compete again in Turkey in 2021)

Having a title and being a model gives you a voice to help

others in need. My motto is life is something Mother Teresa

once said: “It is not how much you give, but how much LOVE

you put in giving.”

My other passion is dancing. I started dancing when I was 4

years old. I qualified two years in a row to be part of the SA

team to compete in New York and Croatia. I love my dance-

school and teacher, Marike who always beliefs in me and

encourages me to always give my best.

I hope in the future to do some photographic ads and some

acting, maybe even in a movie or series. In my free time, I'm

just a typical kid, doing kid things like playing netball and

hockey or computer games with my on-line friends.

Mikayla (Photo left)

Photographer: S.Fourie photography

Agency: Vogue Catwalk Modeling Meyerton

My Hobbies: Modeling & Dancing & Swimming

My Motto: I live off a motto that
says, 'yesterday is history,
tomorrow is a mystery'.

I have goals and agendas. Where ever I'll be

tomorrow, that's where I'll be. Because I know

where ever I will be God will be with me , no

matter how difficult a situation is always put

your hand into God's hand.

Always stay true to yourself xxx

Saisha (Photo left)

Agency: Younique Modelling 

Academy 

Photo Credit: Danzfuss

Photography 

My name is Saisha
Sooklal, I am 12 years
old. I love dancing and
modelling. My goals in
life is to be successful
and achieve well.

What motivates me is
believing in myself and
what makes me happy.

Payton (Photo right)

Photo credit: Nixipix Photography

Payton Hope Deepchand a 7 year old

that always performing her best in school

and in her modeling achievements. She

already holds the title of Miss Adorable 1st

princess and Miss winter wonderland 1st

princess.

Always full of smiles. Her goals are being a

doctor and holding a world title one day.

Mishti (Photo right)

Agency: Younique Modelling

Academy

Photo credit: Danzfuss Photography

My name is Mishti Sooklal, I am 9

years old. My hobbies are swimming

and playing tennis. My goal in life is

to always be the best. What

motivates me is waking up healthy

every day and choosing what I

want to do.

Karla (Photo left)

Photographer: CAT 360 Photography

Agency: Studio 3

I recently started modeling winning my first

Miss Moyenne kaskar 2019 at my school

Kuswag. There I discovered my love for

modeling. I love the outside life and being

adventurous.

I love listening to music and dance. My

natural hair is unique and stands out

wherever I go. I would like to get my name

out there to do what I love. I also want to

encourage other girls to go out there and do

what you love. Anything is possible if you put

your mind to it.

Shiluva (Photo left)

Agency or modeling school : N/A

Photo credit : 

http://www.eldeotphotography.co.za

Hello everyone my name is Shiluva

Rambuwani a beautiful flower of the Va

Tsonga tribe. I am 4 years of age and

attend pre-school. My favorite color is

purple, and I enjoy painting , swimming

and going to ballet classes.

I am a very confident girl, I enjoying

being outdoors and I love making new

friends. My favorite animal is a tiger I love

visiting the zoo to see them.
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Modeling school: Rampage

Photo Credit: Richard O'Donoghue



Luanė (Photo left)

Photo credit: Magda Botha

I am a adventures little girl. I love to play and give

warm hugs. I am very curious about things in life. I

am also a very clever girl. My goal is to be a good

swimmer one day. I am also a fast learner.

Chante-Amore (Photo left)

I'm a 2 year old blue eye girl from

Lichtenburg in nw. Like photo's and selfies

and perfume and you know all that girly

stuff. And love water. Think my goal is to

become a beautiful model and make my

mummy and granny proud.

Danica (Photo right)

Agency or Modeling School: Oxygen

Models (Elmarie Nolte)

I’m a ray of sunshine who loves being with

my friends. I love my family a lot and enjoy

school very much. I adore my teachers

and my dream is to one day become a

teacher myself.

I have not entered any competitions as I

am a bit shy infront of people. Next year I

am going to try the competition world!

This Covid-19 Pandemic year so far has

taught me to live each day as if it’s your

last, to be brave, ready and passionate

about everything you do.

Mbalentle (Photo right)

Agency : TMA models EC

Photo credit: Riaan Trosee Photography

I'm a young Fashion Model, can also act

and sing. I'm from Port Elizabeth in the

Eastern Cape. I'm in Gr 5 at Arcadia

Primary School. I'm a signed model by

MMM agency from Cape Town.

I have a beautiful heart and smile, that

makes me to stand out from the crowd. I

believe that everyone is important in

God's eyes, so never underestimate your

capabilities. Dreams come true when you

start working on them.

Makayla (Photo left)

My name is Makayla Kruger ,I am 9 years old and a

Proud model of Tma Models Ec. My photo that was

selected was taken by my Mommy during lockdown

while I had my online modelling classes.

I have started modelling 4 years ago ,and modelling is

my real passion. I have recently done my first portfolio

shoot and absolutely enjoyed it!

Little Miss Port Elizabeth 2019 title has given me the

opportunity and platform to do what I always wanted to

do ,help others.

I was assigned to the Imfundo educare centre where I

helped giving out cooked meals ,clothing and blankets

to the underprivileged children and families in the

community.

I have learned that there is so much to be grateful for in

life and not to take anything for granted.

It doesn't matter if you are a model or
not ; self-confidence is something that
comes from inside. Erin Heatherton

Klaredyn (Photo right)

Photo credit: Johanette Erasmus

Social media: Johanette Smit Erasmus

Klaredyn is a fun loving little girl. She loves

dressing up, playing with her dog and being

outside.

She enjoys smiling at the camera and has

won numerous photogenic competitions.

She hopes to become Miss Universe one

day.

Miane (Photo right)

Modeling school: Oxygen Models

Photographer: Empire photography

I'm currently Miss Petite Randfontein 2020.

I'm a farm girl that loves cricket, netball

and modeling.

We do a lot of charity work in our

community, mostly helping people on the

street with masks and a food parcel. My

motto in life - In a world where you can be

anything, BE KIND

Zuan (Photo left)

Photographer: Liané Brummer

Loves to play with his friends, and just do

ordinary stuff boys do. Get up to mischief

and irritate his sister lol...

But also loves plating the drums and

riding on his jay-board.

Heidi (Photo left)

Heidi is a very fun filled little girl that loves the

outdoors. She's very energetic and can't

wait to go to grade 1 next year. Heidi loves

posing infront of the camera and we knew

that she's our little model since she was small.

Her hobbies are: Playing with friends,

Painting, singing, dancing, swimming and

she's always willing to help others.

Sanchia (Photo right)

Photography: Gemini Solutions Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

I really like drama and singing and modeling. I have been

with Gemini Model and Acting agency for 2 years now.

I have participated in several Catwalk shows from 2018 to

2020 and enjoy it terribly.

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

• Catwalk /basic skincare/ face expressions Workshop

2018

• Periwrinkle Sport wear Clothing Catalogue shoot

• Catwalk Show for Deja vu Vintage House Vintage

clothing in the NG Church Mossel bay January 2020

• CANCA catwalk show for Mr Price clothing and Craze

Creature Boutique 2019

• Catwalk show for 2 Designers clothing in Mossel bay

2018

• Walking with Mr Price Clothing at Kenani Hall 27

November 2020

• Performing at Kenani Hall 27 November 2020
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Photo credit: Fabienne Jardim



Munaaz (Photo right)

Photo credit: Faranaaz Dramat

She is a vibrant little person with a

whole lot of sparkle and loves the

lime light and enjoys to be the

centre of attraction, she doesn't

have a shy bone in her little body,

she enjoys taking pictures, loves

animals and takes care of all stray

animals, her passion towards

Animals is overwhelming at times.

Justine (Photo right)

My name is Justine Koekemoer I am 10 years old and

I'm going to grade 5 next year. I have a little sister

who is 2 years old and I love very much.

I started doing modeling at the age of
4. I love fashion modeling the most.
My hobbies are netball, swimming
and dancing.

Photo credit: Riaan Trosee (Apple tree photography)

Ian (Photo left)

Ian is a very active boy, who loves music

and dance. He is a big blue bull fan and

also practice rugby at rugby skills, since he

were 2 years and 11 months.

He’s got very big dreams for his rugby

future, he want to become a Bulls and

Springbok rugby star. His nick name is Os

du Randt. He loves animals and dream of

his own farm.

He is our big miracle boy.

Lyla (Photo left)

Lyla is a fun loving girl that has a great

imagination and loves playing with her

friends. She will be in grade 1 next year

(2021). We have never done this type of

thing before. She is a natural beauty, the

beauty shines from within.

I hope to see her on the front
cover of a magazine one
day.

Katryn (Photo right)

Photo credits: Angeleye photography

This photo I selected is the most favorite this I love to

do, is to be free and enjoy the nature and Always to

be me.. My mom and dad is my inspiration and my

hero's. Thanks to all my supporters and the inspiration

from my hero’s.

Tinasha-Lee (Photo left)

Photo credit: Charlyn Photography

Tinasha-Lee , a 3year old girl who loves

swimming ,dancing and animals . She is a

little explorer ,loves seeing new things , she

enjoys giving to other children her words

are “sharing is caring”

Young Models South - Africa
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Photo credit: Janie Opperman Photography 



Ruan
PPMC January 2021

Photo credit: Rudie du Toit



Aston-Blu (Photo left)

Photographer: Frieda van der Walt

Agency: Gemini Model and Talent Agency

I am Aston-Blu Cheray Martin - Cute and cuddly to the

maximum extent. I am a 2020 New Year baby and even

though I am earth bound for only 1 year, I am living a

very full and happy life.

Animals bring me joy and pleasure. I go completely crazy

around rabbits, birds, dogs and cats. My family and

friends are my biggest fans as well as my support system.

My hypnotic, big, brown eyes is the secret to why I get

anything and everything I want - anytime and anywhere.

My cute little smile is severely contagious. When I smile,

everybody smiles and I brighten up everybody’s mood.

My mom thinks that I am stunningly cute, adorable and

beautiful, therefore she decided to have me involved in

modeling, so that I can build up a good self-esteem,

which is extremely important for when I become a

hormonal teenager one day. I am assigned to Gemini

Model and Talent Agency, under the guidance and

mentorship or Frieda van der Walt.

Modeling remains purely a hobby between my mom and

myself. I am just a little baby and my mom wants me to

remain a child in all aspects for as long as I possibly can,

therefore we for this just for fun and we are both enjoying

it. All the exposure and benefits that comes with the

package is a bonus.

I have been a model for 4 months only and I have been

featured a few times in the PPMC magazines and portrait

books already, as well as in the George Herold and

Mossel Bay Advertiser’s 2020 Holiday Guides. I have also

done 2 pageants - a virtual photogenic pageant and an

on-stage pageant. Both I brought home the titles of 1st

princess. I also won the Ambassador title as an additional

prize as part of the photogenic pageant.

Virtual Photogenic Pageant: Miss Summer Rain 2020

• 1st Princess (0-3)

• Ambassador

• Live Pageant: Little Miss EDEN SA 2020

• 1ST Princess (PEWEE)

My ultimate goal is to be a professional model for

popular brands for kids, regardless if it’s via print media,

billboard or television adverts. I believe that one day , my

emerging modeling career could be my primary career.

Angel (Photo right)

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

My name is Angel Visser I am 4 years old I

am still young but I like modelling and

acting. My life is a life full of caring and

sharing for people. I love taking photos

that's why I have taken a step of faith

and start my model career at Gemini

Modelling and acting school, my stylist for

now is Elizma. My life dream is to achieve

greatness in everything i do in Life.

Modelling Experience.

Vintage Weddings show: Walking with

Vintage Flower girl dress, promotion for

Deja vu Vintage house 2020

Lily-May (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Melissa Van Schalkwyk

My name is Lily-May. I'm am 1 year and 6

months old. I love ladybugs, unicorns and

mermaids. Since I was a baby my mommy

entered me in photogenic competitions.

Just to name a few:

• Miss Face of Globe 2020 - Winner

• Miss Ultimate Winner Queen 2019 - 2nd

Princess

• Miss Steampunk Valentine - 2nd Princess

• Face of Sugar Baby - 2nd Princess

• Candy Diva - 2n Princess

I like to play outside with my brother and to

drive my Jeep.

Monique (Photo left)

Photo credit:  BN photography

Agency: Elite models SA Vaal 

triangle

I love modelling, dancing and

sport.

I am doing modelling for
a year now and I love it.
It is great to walk on the
runway and every one is
looking at me.

Chloe (Photo left)

Her name is Chloe, she is 5 years old

living in Gauteng, Johannesburg.

She is a gymnasts and on level 3. She

also does modeling at Helderkruin

School and will be in Grade R next

year.

All that she want to do is
pose, modeling and
dancing .

When I grow up I want to be a model

and a dancer.

Wilemeney (Photo right)

My name is Wilmeney, but everyone calls

me "Prinses“.

I am an energetic girl that loves nature and

being outside.

One day when I grow up I want
to be a veterinarian. But at the
moment I want to create my
own channel on YouTube.

I love life and everything it has to offer.

Photo credit: My mom Nykie Buys

Joshua (Photo right)

Joshua is a very good hearted boy.

He just finished Grade 5 with

academic achievements in Maths,

Life Skills, Natural Science and

Technology and Social Sciences.

Joshua loves playing Apex Legends

and Fortnite.

He also represents the Eastern

Province in Chess. He won the Face

of Rolemodels in 2019 and signed a

two year contract with MMM - A Multi

Management Agency from Cape

Town recently. Joshua parents are

very proud of his achievements and

are very blessed to have him as their

child.
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Photographer: Deon van Wyk Photography

MUA: Michelle Draper - Private M Collection

Agency: Vogue Catwalk Models



Taylor (Photo left)

Photo Credit : Sparkle designs

Social media : Facebook

Taylor is a bright little girl with huge

dreams of becoming a Wildlife

veterinarian.

She is new to the modeling scene

and started her modeling career by

entering online photogenic

competitions during the COVID-19

lockdown.

She really enjoys being in front of the

camera. She has already won 4

photogenic titles since she started.

Melani-Ann (Photo right)

Photo credit: Loggies van Logenberg

I want to learn and get through my

grade 5 and I want to get through

with my athletics, netball and hurdles

and one day become much better

at my sport.

I like fishing and spending
time with my family and
friends I like to stay fit and
model.

Shaelynn (Photo right)

Photo credit: Bella lumiere Photography

Social Media: Facebook

Shaelynn is a sweet little

spontaneous girl full of
happiness and joy, her beauty
is defined through her
personality, in her eyes she is a
little princess.

Ameria (Photo left)

Photo credit: S.Fourie Photography

My name is Fourie. I am one of three

children, with an older sister and a

younger brother. Yes, I am the middle

child. I still believe unicorns poop

rainbows! I love to dress extraordinarily.

Because when fit in when you were born

to stand out?

I'm a very humble and kind soul. I

believe life is a boomerang, and that

dreams don't work unless you do. Always

stay true to yourself. Have courage and

be kind.

Femke (Photo right)

Photo credit: Yolandi Prinsloo Photography

Social media: Instagram - femme08

I am a 12 year old who decided to never

let a year like 2020 ever get me down

again.

In 2021 I am excited to be the best version

of me I can be, to grab every opportunity

to better myself and to enjoy my final year

in primary school. I would like to look back

on this year as an extra ordinary year.

Chrissy (Photo left)

Photo credit: TashdB

Social media: @chrissyjdebeer

“I love being in front of a camera or on stage

seeking to entertain. I will attend IMTA New York in

July 2021 as a quadruple-thread artist (acting,

modeling, singing and dancing).

I never give up and are always ready for a

challenge. I’m going to grab every single

opportunity coming my way this year and I’m going

to work hard to achieve my goals and dreams.

Nothing’s going to stop me, not even COVID-19!”

Dyne (Photo left)

Photo credit: S Brazier Photography

Dyne Mulder current Mr Petite Vaal

Public Choice Winner 2020/2021

Dyne Mulder current Arnold Classic

Teen Challenge Overall Winner and

Ambassador for 2021

Love the outdoors, sport and swimming.

Currently swimming for Titians Swimming

Club.

Megan-anne (Photo right)

Photo credit: Riaan Trosee Photography

Megan-Anne started doing modelling
when she was 4 years old, to build
confidence. She loves doing ballet at
Toynbee Ballet Academy, dancing,
modelling at Sophisticate models and
netball.

Some of her titles include: Miss EC Face of the year 2020,

Rolemodels Foundation Miss PE photogenic 2018 and Miss

Eastern Cape 2019, Petite Miss Grand Supreme Eastern

Cape 2019, East Cape Model Hunt 2018 and Top Model of

the Year 2018.

Megan-Anne was scouted by MMM - A Multi

Management Agency from Cape Town and signed a two

year contract. . Megan-Anne just finished Grade 2 and

school work always comes first. She has received the

neatness trophy for the last two years.

Chélyn (Photo left)

Photo credit: Red Vine Photography

I am a fun, loving and caring 8 year old

model who loves spreading kindness, joy and

love!!

I am so excited for this year...I cant wait for

my Wonderful school to open...making new

friends, learning new things (starting show

jumping lessons with my horse) and

progressing in all my sport activities and

modeling I love so much!

Horse-riding, hockey and athletics are my

favourites!! Life is a blessing...live it to the

fullest! I believe that this year is my year to

sparkle!!
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Photo credit: Staecy Manuel - Wiz Photography

https://www.facebook.com/wizstae/ 

Alaura



Emmerie (Photo left)

Does contemporary ballet at They

Way Dance Studio in Gordons Bay.

Loves acrobatics. Hockey.

Taking photos and being

out doors swimming hiking
and going to the beach.

Photo credit: La-Fe Studio

Dante (Photo left)

Model: Dante Botha

Age: 7

Photo Credit: Feel Good Photography

Dante Botha is 7 years old. No modeling
experience. Spending a lot of time outdoors.
Love animals. His favorite food is pasta.

Liane (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Jaco Bothma

Last year was a hard year. Due to COVID-19 the pageants was

cancelled. I did take part in:

• Miss Golden Sa Gauteng 3th Princess

• Miss Golden SA Charity Winner

Photogenic:

• Miss Flawless Reflection 3rh Princess

• Top 10 Super Model 2nd Princess

• Miss Ruby Lips 4rh princess

• Miss Ruby Lips Directors choice

• Miss Ruby Lips Ambassador

• Face of global Reflection 2nd Princess

• Face of global reflection Outfit runner up 3 Rd

• Face of global reflection Directors Choice

• But the best was when I was crowned Miss petite

Krugersdorp 2nd Princess 2020

Miss Krugersdorp was a hard one but i learned a lot and would

like to continue with all the charity work. There is a lot of

people who is suffering due to COVID-19 and that need help. I

hope to make a difference in someone's life by helping and to

continue with the charity work. To all out there be strong and

trust in God.

Yumari (Photo left)

Modeling School: Universal Models

Photo credit: Natalie C Photography

Instagram: yumarikotze

Facebook: Yumari Kotze

I enjoy doing modeling, play hockey

and spending time with my family - my

mom, dad and big brother are my

biggest supporters!

My goals are to continue doing my best

in all things, and to stay humble. Couch

Casey teaches us to be kind and

always support our friends.

Anica (Photo left)

Photo credit Audrey Boniwell Photography

Instagram anica_blignaut11

I'm hoping to go to school in GR 5 and have a

better school year than last year. I can't wait to start

my second year of drama class with my friends and

teacher.

I'm going to audition for the IMTA
showcase @ 33 and me talent
agency and hoping to receive a
callback.

Meagan (Photo right)

Photographer: Deon van Wyk Photography

MUA: Michelle Draper - Private M Collection

Home State : Pretoria, South Africa

Agency : Vogue Catwalk Models

I am the 11 year old Meagan Rielander

from Gauteng. I have a passion for acting,

modeling and dancing. I truly believe that

you as long as you have a dream in your

heart and passion for it in your soul - you

have to work hard every day to make it a

reality.

I am proudly Miss ZA Junior 2019 and look

forward to 2021 and work on my dreams.

My motto in life is : If your dreams don't

scare you, they not big enough

Shiznay (Photo right)

Photo credit: Mark photography

I just want to sort all things out and then

give the stuff I do not use for kids that is

poor. Just wish and pray that is virus could

go away or God and give someone a cure

for this virus. And would love to do

modeling but it is difficult for me because

my father works very hard and my mom

can't drive yet.

So for this year I just wish for this virus to be

healed by Our Father. And to study very

hard and accomplish to go to High School

on 2022 and then I can go for my driver

licence and maybe then I can do what I

dreamed of and that is Modeling.

Dyne (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Carin Mulder

Dyne entered the Virtual Online Arnold Classic Teen

Fitness Challenge and out of 30 entries Dyne was

chosen as the overall winner in which he showed the

best technique. The Fitness Teen Challenge is where you

do all kinds of different fitness techniques like push ups,

sit ups, side suffle and many more.

Dyne is also the Teen Challenge Ambassador and will

be defending his title again at the Arnold Classic. Dyne

goals is to improve his fitness level and become one day

the best swimming as he love swimming and hold

various records in his division. Dyne wants to be a role

model for other young children to show them that you

can excel in anything you just have to believe in

yourself.

Ruan (Photo left)

Photo credit: Visanthi van

Rooyen

I am a 8 year old boy and love

my WWE figures. I just loved to

pose for photos. I love my family

and my mommy is my role

model.

I just want to say thanks God for

keeping me safe and healthy

and just want to say Thanks God

for keeping my family safe and

Healthy. We will always believe

and trust in YOU.
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Photo credits: Donovan Roets Photography
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Christel (Photo left)

Modeling school: Vogue Model

Photo credit: Krezenzia

I have started doing pageants

since I was 9 years old , the Ramp

is my happy place, I love the

feeling of being on the Ramp

My Motto in life is to always be

kind, have courage and to

believe in myself. I want to

become a paediatric doctor

because working with children

captured my heart..

Sanelisiwe (Photo left)

Photo credit: @stillsbymosh

I am a young girl who began her modeling career at the

age of 11. I absolutely love art and modeling. I have done

a number of shoots. I believe that modeling is more than

what it looks like.

My goal is to touch more souls and to bring many people

together through art and modeling.

Models who have rare skin conditions like
Winnie Harlow motivate me to keep going
and strive for more.

Andrea (Photo right)

Agency or Modelling School: None at the moment,

but open to opportunities.

Photo Credit: Yotography by Yolandi Robinson

Goals & Motivation of the model, Andrea Nisbet:

I started modelling about 3 years ago with my mom

as my photographer. She needed a model and I

had the time, and so I’ve gained a lot of

experience through her as she’s been in the

industry for about 10 years. It was a comfortable

environment for me to start my modelling career,

one I’ve grown accustomed to. However, I have

started exploring modelling outside of my comfort

zone.

What I plan to keep doing for my modelling career

is gather more experience and build an extensive

portfolio. As a freelance model, I am not too picky

about the type of photoshoot. I do particularly

enjoy trade shoots, where I offer my time in return

for a few photographs. This is also suited to me,

considering my busy lifestyle. I would, however, like

to do more outdoor shoots.

My ultimate aim is to use my platform to create

awareness specifically around conservation of

wildlife and resources. I hope to be able to create a

platform large enough to encourage others to also

use their platform to help spread this awareness

and get as many people involved as possible. All

this while simultaneously building my career as an

International Tax Lawyer, running my own firm.

I am generally self-motivated and quite

competitive. Many times, I come across a

challenge and won’t leave until I’ve successfully

completed it. I suppose I am also motivated by my

future. I would want my children to see the animals

alive as I have when I was child. Hence, the

conservation of wildlife is a huge motivator to me. If

I can successfully integrate my platform with wildlife

conservationists, I will have achieved my ultimate

goal.

In the near future, I would like to do some

collaborations with a diverse range of

photographers and models alike. I aspire to find

people with similar goals to mine and use what we

can to achieve them. I’ve always known modelling

to be somewhat of a silent profession. One where

photographs of people were seen, but no one was

ever concerned with hearing what a model has to

say. Times are changing though, and I am going to

use my platform to discuss my views.

Goals & Motivation of the photographer,

Yotography:

Our goal is to capture the unique beauty of each

model. My photography is unique to each person I

work with, therefore my work is very colourful and

differs depending on the setting, the mood and the

model. My goal is to become a professional

photographer, continue collaborating with models

and to be more creative with my photography. As

for motivation, I have had a passion for

photography since a young age and love making

people feel good about themselves by taking

pictures that reflect their true beauty.

Lexie (Photo left)

Agency or Modelling School: None at the moment, but

open to opportunities.

Photo Credit: Yotography by Yolandi Robinson

Goals & Motivation of the model, Lexie Botha:

I don't have a lot of experience in the modeling industry

but I was part of a Modeling Academy for a few months.

I won second princess at my school's pageant & that's

when I started getting into modeling more & more. I

have taken plenty of photo's with various photographers

& have done a few small pageants. Being in front of the

camera is natural to me.

My goals are to one day be successful
in work & finances, to be the best wife &
mother I can be & to make others feel
wanted by being there for them, no
matter who they are. My motivation
stems from being the best version of
myself as I can possibly be & looking up
to my role model, Tammy Hembrow.

Leandrei (Photo left)

Agency: 33andme talent agency

Photo credit: Ann Strauss (Rainbow photography)

I am a 19 year old from Alberton who is living her

best dream working in the modeling industry. I

have many years of experience in the industry and

will be going to America this year to make myself a

international model.

My goals are to inspire other people to become

models any body shape any colour any height we

are all beautiful and we all can achieve our

modeling goals also my other goals are to one day

become Miss South Africa and also model New

York fashion week.

Dimpho (Photo left)

Dress: Lebogang Chabalala

Agency: Hope Modeling and promotions

agency

My name is Dimpho Swate Marakalla, a

young lady from a small village called Ga.

Maria in Mpumalanga. I am a model and the

founder of Not Just A Girl foundation.

• I'm a Miss Sosha_miss personality title

holder.

• World top model SA people's choice

award winner

• Was featured on Ackerman's faces of

change 2020
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Charmaine (Photo left)

Agency: Rage Models

Photo Credit: Gift Photography

About myself:

I am currently a finalist in the Miss Township South Africa

2020 Beauty Pageant.

The pageant is about women empowerment. As

someone who grew up in the township, I have gone

through the challenges and therefore, understand how

it feels to grow up in an environment with high

unemployment rate, high crime rate and not enough

exposure to opportunities. The Miss Township South

Africa is a platform that redefines beauty. The pageant

gives me a platform to encourage the youth to push

beyond the norms and social stigmas, and accomplish

their dreams while being graceful and elegant. I aspire

to spread compassion and humility. To remind everyone

from the townships not to become victims of

circumstance.

Goals:

Short term goal is to win the Miss Township South Africa

2020. To someday become a Chartered Accountant.

I aspire to Inspire, so I plan to grow in the business of

Coaching and Grooming the youth.

Experience:

• Miss Township South Africa 2020 Top 20 Finalist

• Miss Kgoshigadi Gauteng 2020 1st Princess

• Dark n Lovely Golden Scissors Awards 2019 - Model

• Busisiwe Bantshi Fashion Show -2019 - Botswana

Edition - Show Stopper

• Dodo's Shoes in partnership with ShoeBox Online -

Fashion Model for the 2019 spring collection.

• Miss Zim-SA 2019 - Queen

• Miss Zim-SA 2019 Social Lite

• Empress South Africa Royal Princess 2019

• Empress South Africa Warrior Princess 2019

• Miss African Heritage Top Model

• Miss African Heritage - Photogenic 2018

What motivates me?

I'm motivated by wanting to become a better version of

myself, by not wanting to face the struggles and

difficulties of my parents. Im motivated by wanting to

see change and growth. Just as Ronald Reagan

said:"There is no limit to growth because there is no limits

to human intelligence, imagination and wonder"

Self-motivation is key to push beyond your potential.

Megan (Photo right)

Photographer: Thurlo Booysen @Digital Booysen

Thee passion for modeling and taking photos is one

of my most loving things ever, I feel confident, and

like a superwoman when taking pictures and just

outliving myself in pictures....

I am a very straightforward person and very positive

towards life itself no challenge is ever too big for me

to accomplish, if I set that goal I will achieve it... not

immediately but in all good time.... Nelson Mandela

is and was my rolemodel which he still is even though

he left earth ... I will still read his books etc... because

he was and is my motivation and I will always ....

remember. What he said

It always seems Impossible until it's Done . THAT'S

WHAT KEEPS ME MOTIVATED IN LIFE ..... Never give up

Be you for you Because there's only one you .

Busisiwe (Photo right)

Agency: Spiral Motion

Pictures

Photo credit: Spiral Motion

Pictures

I am Busisiwe Sikhosana

from KZN a small town

called Ladysmith, eZakheni

I am 29 years of age.

I am a very bubbly person.

I love Modeling, acting

and makeup, I enjoy being

indoors and I also love

being around people.

Chanri (Photo left)

Miss Golden SA Photogenic 1st PRINCESS

Hair: Hair and Body Perfection

Vogue Models Ventersdorp

Dress Chantel Wedding and Matric Dresses

This was my 1st Pageant that I have done. So the nerves was a

bit high lol. But I have enjoyed every moment. MY love for

pageants has began. I Did not place in the pageant itself but I

have placed in the photogenic competition.

So my experience for modeling started at Miss Golden SA and

did Miss Posh SA and with this pageant I've place 1st PRINCESS.

And on the 21st I will do Miss Magnificent SA.

This will be my 3rd pageant and can't wait for
it. I love photogenic and pageant
competitions. It gives me confidence. I'm an
outgoing person. Love to make new friends
and where else than pageants.

Yolandi (Photo left)

Agency or Modelling School: None at the moment,

but open to opportunities.

Photo Credit: Picture Café, Johan du Toit

Goals & Motivation of the model, Yolandi Robinson:

I’m an aspiring photographer at Yotography,

working in the ICT Industry, who often likes to play the

role of a model. This way I am able to understand the

pressure and experience of the models, learning new

poses and from a photography perspective, I learn

how other photographers do their photography.

My goal is to inspire the “non-models”. I am an

average looking young woman who enjoys taking

pictures for a confidence boost and I encourage

others to do the same; to see their beauty as others

see it.

Erin (Photo left)

Photographer: Gemini Solutions Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent

Agency

My name is Erin Petersen. I'm in grade 7

this year at Erika primary school. It is

really a honour to be head girl at my

school.

Now I am learning very much about

responsibility. I want to became a

judge and work on making our place a

better and safer place for people. I

think education is really important. It

can make you reach anything you

thought you never would. I'm also a

very drama queen so if I talk about

having a career it must be like a singer

, actress.
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Photography



Cadey (Photo left)

Photographer: Gemini Solutions Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

My name is Cadey Saayman, I am 14 years old I am

young and spontaneous girl my heart is to help

people to invest in their lifestyle. I've been in small

commercial adverts and my modelling started

when I was younger.

Gemini is my modelling and acting school and

Whitney hair salon my hair stylist. The future is bright

and I have aim to accomplish much.

Bibi (Photo left)

Modeling Agency: Irene's models.

I started my modeling career not too

long ago, completed two courses and

got 2 diplomas so far. I had low self

esteem issues until I realized that I can

be something at a young age.

I want to help young girls like myself,

realize that they are worth it and they

can do it!

Following your dreams aren't impossible,

you just have to work towards it.

Juané (Photo right)

Agency: Glamlight Models Centurion

Finalist in Mr & Miss Gauteng Schools

Photo cedit: Michal Challa Viljoen Photography

I am a Gr 10 learner at Hoërskool Eldoraigne. I want to

become a Charered Accountant one day and is learning

French as a 3rd language.

Modelling has been a hobby since I was 9 years old and

shares a liking in photography.

I was selected 5 times as a finalist of the Miss Gauteng

Schools pageant ( previously know as Miss Centurion

Schools ) and one during which I was awarded Miss

Personality in 2019. The main theme of this pageant is

charity which is a subject close to my heart. To give is

better than to receive.

I was 2nd princess in 2018 for the Miss Catwalk pageant

and won the title of Miss Catwalk in 2019.

I quote Grayston Dolan:” Stay true to yourself, have faith,

and remember that everything happens for a reason”

Raylene (Photo left)

Agency or model school: MMM Agency,

Sophisticate Models

Photo credit Prodesign Photographer

My experience in modeling has given
me a lot of self confidence and self love.
You don't have to be someone else,
you can be yourself .

Something more about myself: Is that I love animals and

love to see small kids smile and laugh and love my family

and friend time. I also love swimming.

My goals in life: Is to make others happy and focus on my

education , to get my learners and help those who are in

need when I can. My biggest goal is to become better in

modeling and one day become a teacher for modeling

and take the runway ramp.

What motivates me in life: Is to see others happy and

enjoying life to the fullest, to hear that I inspire young

ones ,and seeing others believe in themselves and being

able to make someone's day better.

Beauty (Photo right)

Modeling school: Nouvelle

Photo credit: Faiz Mills photography

Make-up: Kalon skincare and beauty by Kimberly Sassin

I am 19 year old Beauty Keitumetse Kantani from South Africa

attending Nouvelle Models Academy in Kimberley. I am a model

with height 1.60cm, bust of 77cm, waist of 56cm and hips of

81cm.I am passionate about modeling, whether pageantry,

photogenic or runway.

This is something I wanted to do since I was a very young girl but

this only became a dream come true about a year ago. This is

my second year in modeling and I can proudly admit to the fact

that this has indeed been a great journey so far.

My goal is to make a difference in this world and be a positive

role model to those who look up to me.

My aspiration in the modeling industry moving forward would be

to see myself on international platforms.

Karen (Photo left)

Photographer: Eugene Viljoen

Make-up: Stephan Venter

Clothing: Top – designs by mom & me

I love fashion, clothing, shoes etc. Everything

that “bling’s” interest me and therefore I

love dressing myself with my unique style. I

believe every person in this world has

something beautiful inside and outside to

express and develop.

My future goal for 2021 in September is to

have a fashion show with my own designer

clothing range. My main goal is to bring out

the beauty in every women…no matter your

size, age, race ….

I want to focus on the beauty
within and to let them feel like a
superstar and not to compare
yourself with somebody else,
but to remember you are
unique!

Samkeliswe (Photo

left)

Location: Mossel bay

Photographer: Gemini

Solution Photography

Agency: Gemini Model &

Talent Agency

I'm Samkeliswe 1615
years in grade 9. In
Hillcrest Secondary
School. I always
wanted to do
modelling and
Acting , now I got
the opportunity to do
all the things I
wanted to do I will
do my best and to
encourage the
others.
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Photo credit: Michal Viljoen, 

Belle Lumière Photography

Social media: @corlibernhardt 



Nkhululeko (Photo left)

I'm Nkhululeko Segage from Nelspruit Mpumalanga

, 20 years of age and currently studying Psychology

at the University of Limpopo. One can describe me

as humble, good listener, soft spoken and a

dreamer. I am Miss Pretty Face South Africa 2020

and I must say the journey has been amazing.

Ever since I won the competition my confidence

has improved, my self esteem has risen and

everything has become clearer for me in terms of

what I want in future. My biggest dream is to one

day hear my name be announced as Miss South

Africa.

Emhle (Photo left)

Photographer: Gemini Solutions

Photography

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

I am Emihle Xungu 14 years old girl who is

doing grade 9 in Point High School

Being on the spotlight has always been

who I am.

Dramatic is how I would describe myself. I

love being around people who have

passion for acting as much as I do.

Nkhululeko (Photo right)

Photo credit: Tant creations

I am a Psychology student at the

University of Limpopo. I am humble

and soft spoken. There is a saying that

I love and live by "Don't just exist,

LIVE!". My motivation comes from

seeing my peers doing what they

want and love without any fear of

failure.

Mieke (Photo right)

Photographer: Cat 360 Photography

Make- Up Odette Horner

Hair: Blu Gel

Mieke won the title of Miss World Petite in

2019. Mieke loved every moment. She enjoys

working with her community and giving back.

She enjoys being a role model to other girls

and helps where she can .

Nontlantla (Photo right)

Not signed by any agency

Photo cred : Sihle Nako Photography

I'm a young woman currently residing in East

London. I've always had a keen interest in

modeling but that dream faded when I left

Western Cape to stay with my family in

Eastern Cape Engcobo. So now I'm just trying

to find a way to get back to modeling.

Charne (Photo left)

Agency : Splendure International Modelling Agency

Photo credit : Hein Beukes From HBImagineering

I love being active in and around my community,

volunteering, and donating to local charities!

My goal in life is to raise awareness for people with anxiety

and depression. Because living with it is like a constant

reminder of pain and flaws everywhere, not having

confidence in themselves is something I want to change

this in the future! Giving those without a voice, someone

who will give them a chance.

My motto in life is not to judge a book by its cover. Some of

my hobbies include sports as I do believe it is important for

the youth of today to be active and healthy. I am a SA

Ringball Player and love the sport and the family it

represents.

I love expressing myself through the use of art and

photography. My love for modelling also opens doors to

helping with Charities within our Agency and Community.

My future goals:

• Help those without a voice stand up for themselves

• To help non-profitable charity's, raise money and their

requirements.

• To become healthy and successful

Social media links:

https://www.facebook.com/Splendure-462162504561580/

https://www.facebook.com/Lesydie/

https://www.facebook.com/charne.vanrooyen.18

https://instagram.com/__rooimier__?igshid=esye2o683oeh

Lebohang (Photo right)

Photo credit: Neo the photographer

I've experienced alot regarding body shaming and how people

used to hate on me just for my skin tone. My goal is to prosper in

Modeling and inspire those who've been humiliated regarding skin

tone and body shamed.

Also their background activities teaching them how to be

independent as I was thought from young age.

Bokgobelo (Photo left)

Photo credit: Dez Productions Photography

About myself and my experience:

I am a self taught and freelance model residing in Pretoria

Sunnyside, but originally from Mohlaletse village in Limpopo

Province under Sekhukhune district. I am an upcoming

Lawyer who is doing her final year of LLB degree at UNISA

Pretoria campus, and is currently working as a secretary of

a law firm in Midrand.

I am a self taught makeup artist and an entrepreneur who

owns a cleaning company and a construction company. I

am open to learning and growing myself and love

adventure. I have done fashion shows and modelled for

clothing lines, and I am also a photographic model.

My goals

My goal is to own an arts academy whereby we will afford

interested candidates the opportunity to make their

dreams come true and give them all the support they may

need because it is not easy to feel like you are no one and

have no hope in your dream.

What motivates me

• Being of great help to those in need.

• Working well as part of a team.

• Learning new things.

• Being a great leader and good example.

• Being a good teacher.

• Being creative and sharing ideas.

• Being a good problem solver.

• Enhancing skills to the young ones.

• Willingness and hard work.

I trust the above is in order.
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Photographer: Faiz Mills Photography
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Lene (Photo left)

Pageant: Gemini Model & Talent Agency SNR Model 2020

Photographer: Sue Mari Photograpy

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

I'm versatile, adaptable and energetic. I have high personal

integrity, and I'm able to relate to others and create trust in

everyone. I'm very enthusiastic, positive and would like to learn

new things. I'm very persuasive, and able to motivate and

communicate well with others.

I am smart, neat and organised. I can organise and manage my

personal activities, my responsibilities, and myself effectively. I'm

very well disciplined in everything that needs to be done, on

time and with effort.

I'm very committed, dynamic and I very much like to get things

done the right way. I am honest and reliable, dependable and

easy to get along with.

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

• Catwalk Show for Deja vu Vintage House Vintage clothing ,

Aug 2019 .

• CANCA catwalk show for Mr Price clothing and Craze

Creature Boutique 2019

• Garden Route Casino Vintage show 2019

• 2 Catwalk show , showing Craze Boutique clothing.

• Catwalk show for 2 Designers clothing in Mossel bay 2018

• MosselBay Bay Soul Festival

• CANSA Show, walking with Craze Creatures Boutique evening

wear 2020

Elizabeth (Photo right)

Modeling agency: Limpopo beauty modeling

Photographer: KyleyKreations photography

Hi, my name is Elizabeth Mamakoko, I am 13

years old, I am from Mokopane, Limpopo

Province. I am a grade 7 student at Thorntree

Preparatory school, I am a loving, bubbly,

caring and a friendly person.

I love sharing, I am inspired by seeing other

people being treated fairly, especially my

peers who are needy, that's why I am a

winner of 2 Beauty with the purpose awards

and best dressed, I am a pessimistic person

who is always looking forward to see what

tomorrow holds.

My motto is "if opportunity doesn't come, build

a door “

Judi (Photo right)

Photo credit: Loggies Van Loggerenberg

I currently busy with my NSS certificate (Matric) I

play hockey and just started modeling. I love

being outdoors.

I Love Fishing and I am also a
member and do volunteer work
for "Little Paws Big Hearts"
because of my unconditional love
for animals.

I love spending time with my family and friends. I

have a loud and outgoing personality. I'd like to

go and study teaching and finish my acrobatic

exams so I can open my own dance studio.

Lindokuhle (Photo right)

Agency: 33 and me talent agency

• A Earlier this year I entered for miss SA

and I made it through to the top 35.

• 2019 I was crowned 2nd runner up on

during Mr and Miss Eden SA

• 2017 I was crowned 1st princess during

Mr and Miss Nelson Mandela University

I am a model at 33 and talent agency and

soon I will be representing SA in NYC on the

International modeling and talent agency.

I am also a student at Nelson Mandela

University studying logistics, apart from that

I am a very vibrant person who enjoys

being around people and making people

laugh.

Vinette (Photo right)

My name is Vinette and I'm currently 18

years of age from Secunda

(Mpumulanga). Matric farewell is every

girls dream. It's a opportunity to dress up

and empress. The matric farewell marks

the end of a long journey, but it's also the

celebration of new beginnings and

excitement.

I'm very thankful that we had the

opportunity to have a matric farewell

during this hard time of Covid 19, but it's a

time that we will never forget. I'm

currently busy writing end year exams

and to be honest it's very stressful and

hard working.

My motto in life is: "Success is not final.

Failure is not fatal, it is the courage to start

that counts."

Veruska (Photo left)

Make-up and hair: Veruska Uys

Photo: Veruska Uys

"I started taking part in modeling competitions at the tender

age of 10 months......as I grew older, I started taking modeling

became a very serious part of my life. Making the top 3 wasn’t

always easy in the beginning but with a lot of tears, sweat,

tenacity, dedication, blood, blisters and heaps of practice,

things started to change for me.

I started to concentrate on enhancing my look and style to

ensure I stayed relevant in an ever changing industry. One of

my biggest dreams was to win a big tiara and on the 10th of

November 2012, I won Miss Enchanted and earned my first big

crown. From there, as they say in the classics, I was on my way

to making modeling my career.

I won the following titles:

• Miss Royal Beauty Queen 2014,

• Miss Northern Gauteng 2014,

• Miss Jacaranda 2015,

• Miss Teen RSA 2015

• Miss Elite SA 2017

• Miss Prestige Teen 2017

One of my goals and ambitions was to represent my country. I

was selected to represented SA in Orlando in 2017.

I achieved second princess in Miss Royal International and won

Royal International Top Model 2017. I went on to represent my

country in Turkey and won Miss TV Start International 2018

Grand Supreme. This was followed by Young Miss Eco South

Africa 2018 Young Miss United Continents 2018 Miss Elite 2019

Mej Bosveld 2019 An important part of my life is to reach out to

those in need in my community.

We are surrounded by vulnerable people
and for this reason I started my own NPO
community project called "Veruska's Winter
Feet Project" and has been running
successfully for 6 years. My charity assists
children in need of school shoes, socks,
scarves and beanies.
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Khomotso (Photo left)

No agency/not attending modelling school

Photo credit: Mpendulo Karabo

I Khomotso Queen Tebele an action-oriented, goal driven person

who is diligent and intelligent, ambitious and hard working

individual who loves challenges and willing to learn new things

every day.

As young as I am I've overcame many obstacles ,I believe in

youth empowerment, I encourage young people to follow and

pursue their careers and interest

I like to volunteer at community drop in centres, its my dream to

own a youth centre in my area, I love doing good always since I

know I'm a shinning light that cannot be hidden.

"Be the change you want to see", at an early age I became what

I want to see in my community, I spread love, care and

kindnesses .I like to socialize and motivate young people, I use

social media platforms to reach out.

I am the light of the world, a Queen with a
throne upon a hill cannot be hidden.

Tlotlisang (Photo right)

Designer: NTA Models fashion academy

Photographer: Blessing photography

Agency: NTA Models Bloemfontein

What keeps me going: In life we all

have different dreams & visions, and

those dreams make us to live for

another day!

My dreams make me live & they give

me hope that Tomorrow is another day

to live!

My vision builds my faith & success, but

after all it's not all about success but it is

about your happiness!

In life I live for my dreams & my vision to

be established. To leave a memory that

will never be forgotten! Remember

when opportunity doesn't knock build a

door for it to knock.

Sharmaine (Photo right)

Photo credit: Andrew R Stevens

It is always thought that photos are for the young

and beautiful, but I am young at heart, inner

beauty no matter what age counts. My confidence

in myself has just grown. To just be myself in front of

the camera is so important.

I was introduced to photographic modeling by a

very special close friend, who saw something

special in me and introduced me to Andrew. I

would never have dreamt of stepping out of my

comfort zone. But was given the opportunity to

shine in my own way.

I love every minute in front of the camera, have

had the opportunity to work with some amazing

photographers. And the best is, each one brings out

something special and different. We all have a

beauty that just wants to jump out and make us feel

special. Every shoot has left an everlasting memory.

Sibu (Photo left)

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

Photographer: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

My name is Khangelani Sibulela Sotshantsha, I am a 13 year

old girl and I'm obsessed with the Entertainment Industry. I love

acting , singing , being infront of the camera and dancing. In

my free time I love to dress up and do my make up, but I

mostly love to spend time with my family. They are my biggest

supporters and are always encouraging me to do what I love.

I was for 3 years in the Melisa Paige school of dance doing hip

hop. I am currently enrolled with the Ellen O Grady drama

academy. In 2019, I got the opportunity of auditioning and

being selected as one the cast members of the Peter pan

pantomime, which was hosted in the George Arts theatre. I've

also been a part of my school choir the last 5 years

My dream is to grow in the Entertainment Industry and share

my God given talents with South Africa and hopefully the

world

Willinda (Photo right)

Photo credit: Roxanne Photography

I am Willinda Els 14 years old I am a young vibrant, self-

motivated, confident, loving, friendly young girl with a mixture of

an introverted and extroverted personality depending on the

company I am in. I am currently attending Mayville primary

school in Pretoria and will finish high school in Pretoria North.

I have learned to set my goals high, to ensure that I reach my

dream. I perform well under pressure, especially since I know

what my dream for the future is, I consider myself a humble

young girl, who lives out her talent in every possible way and

enjoy the smallest thing in life.

I love music, photography, dancing, singing in the bath, acting

and sports like running long distances, playing netball and will try

my hand at hockey next year.

I have set out my dreams about 3 years ago when I went on a

cruise ship with my mother and met the most amazing people

from around the world, I instantly knew what I wanted to do for

my future, I wanted to work with people, but also see the world,

and the best way to do so is to be a medical doctor on a cruise

ship. My next 5 years will be hard work, staying motivated and

focus as I will be working towards going to university to study as a

medical doctor and there after start my career as a medical

doctor on a cruise ship with a 3rd office on deck rank.

Athalia (Photo left)

Modeling School: Royal Eagles Modeling

Photographer: Dries Koekemoer

I am the utmost confident Athalia

Higgins. Being a Pastor, tutor and mentor,

I believe that with God in your life, and by

your side, that you can achieve anything.

I love people and always
enjoy good company.

My Motto: “Dare to learn, to be different,

to set your goals, to move out of your

comfort zone, to be persistent.”

Tarryn (Photo left)

Hi all, my name is Tarryn Naidoo, I'm 18 years old, and

soon, I'll be famous, and I wont ever have to

introduce myself! Despite doing modeling for 7 years

and acting for 3.

I feel I'd make a bigger impact with
my creativeness behind the camera
as a writer.

I believe that sharing authentic South African stories

in the movie industry will motivate and encourage

others to pursue their dreams and be proud of who

they truly are.
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Photo credits: Julia Photography

Instagram: @mariet_bruwer



Kelly (Photo left)

Photographer: Sven Slabbert

My name is Kelly Duke. I'm 14 years old and have been

diagnosed deaf in. My left ear and with auto processing

disorder. When I was born my left side brain didn't

developed properly and this has caused me to struggle

with some work in school but I have never given up in

believing in myself.

At the age of 2 weeks I stopped breathing and my mom

brought me back to life. She rushed with me to the hospital

where I spend most of my life due to viruses that affected

my immune system. I was born with gall stones and they

discovered that when I was only 2 weeks old. I had an

emergency operation at the age of 13 months where the

gallstones and gallbladder was removed. I was the first

ever baby that was diagnosed with gallstones.

In my life I have been closed to death a
few times and I am still here.

I have had blood transfusions 3 times as I have lost so

much blood. In this difficult time of my life I have never

given up to believe in myself and to thank my mom for

taking care of me. She has been my motivator and role

model.

I recently got selected by an American online company to

do photoshoots for them. I am part of their summer Teen

Fashion and Fitness magazine. It is a dream come true for

me as I always wanted to do something like this. I enjoy

every moment with the online photoshoot.

If I can encourage anyone out there....my words to them

would be: Never loose faith in yourself. Always remember

that we are all unique in our own way. God made us and

gave us all a special gift in being who we should be. If you

feel down pick yourself up and think positive.

You can make a difference no matter
what. Trust in Him and He will provide.
Without God we are nothing and He is our
healer.

Noxolo (Photo right)

Being A Parent

The festive season is alerting kids that they will have enough

time to spend with their parents and loved ones. Being a

parent is not only a being addressed as mom and dad but

the more to it as its broad.

In nowadays having kids is only a matter of choice rather you

have to prepare yourself to work around the clock to meet

their needs during that time. Teach yourself to be responsible

for your child as that can effect the way they perceive the

world in the future; they are your non superposable mirror

image of you Afterall.

Being a good love and warm hearted parents does not cost

anything but all it takes is being there for your child.

The is a huge difference between living together and staying

together, you can live with your child but still make them feel

empty and lost but staying with them in very sign of adversity

changes everything as the child will develop some sort of

bond trust towards you, allow your child to experience new

things and give enough time to learn, support what it do the

best, love what makes it laugh.

In child's mind little things matters the most.
If God blesses you with more children make
sure that you don't have favorites but rather
love them evenly regardless of their
different personalities. Life is worth living with
some genuine love.

By Noxolo Faith Sibande the young lady living with disability

JJ (Photo right)

Photography: Gemini Solutions Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

Hi i am JJ Botha. I have been interested in

acting my entire life and I am very good at it. I

am good at doing some accents like Indian,

African, Cockney, Cape-tonian and British. I

am also good at doing things like FX makeup

and poetry and a bit of singing and rapping.

Special skills

• FX Make - Up

• Singing

• Music

• Acting

Tyrone (Photo right)

My name is Tyrone Naidoo, I'm a 31 year old

South African Indian who's laid back and

always ready to take on the world. My motto

is, "When life gives you lemons, share some

lemonade with the less fortunate“. I'm

passionate about taking care of those and

giving towards those who are less fortunate

and aren't as privileged as myself to have a

shelter, a warm meal everyday and clothes

on my back.

I'm a freelance model and actor who also

works full time at a pharmacy as a vitamin

consultant and health food specialist. My

family and close friends would describe me as

a free spirit determined to take over the world

of entertainment.

Lisolethu (Photo left)

Agency/ Modeling School: Glamour Model Academy

Photo Credit: Sesethu Mani

‘If you only do what you know you can do, you never do

very much because your purpose in life is to use your gifts

and talents to help other people.’ I am a young girl with

very big ambitions and aspirations to take on the world. I

am a grade 10 learner at Edgemead High School and

come from a warm, loving family that gives back to the

community on a frequent basis.

I am involved in a lot of community work and touch many

lives through what I love doing the most, modeling. I am

young and have very big aspirations to conquer the world

because I believe that I can make South Africa what it

should be!

My hobbies include playing netball, doing modeling and

giving back to the community by running my projects, the

#FixASmile foundation and the Teen Girl Talk with Lisolethu

Jacobs, having fundraising events to give back to the

homes of my community and of course doing charity work

I am a very proud citizen of South Africa and is very eager

to hold our South African flag up high. My ambition in life is

to become a paediatrician because I have endless car

and love for young children and would also like to make a

big and positive impact on South Africa’s Infant Mortality

Rate which is currently sitting at 27.5 deaths per 1000 live

births.

‘We can make this world a better place, it is in YOUR

hands to make a difference!’ My journey of becoming a

model has been tough but overall, it has been an inspiring

experience as it has been my true passion from a very

young age. I’ve met legends and current inspirations that

have impacted the world in a positive way and I was

fortunate enough to learn from them.

I’ve won over 20 titles including Miss Teen Face of Glamour

2019, Miss Jnr Teen Royal Dutchess 2019 and Miss Teen

City of Cape Town 2019 Queen to winning the Miss City of

Cape Town overall Senior winner and currently

succeeded to become one of 40 beautiful ladies who will

represent the Western Cape at the official Miss Teenager

South Africa 2020 pageant. This pageant will only take

place in December in Johannesburg.
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Photo credit: Pro-Design Port Elizabeth

Facebook: Angelique Danielle Michelle Adcock



Marlene & Magda  (Photo left)

Marlene Botha (back)

Age 40

I just love my family they are my world. I have a very strong

personality. I am a hard worker to provide for my family.

My wife introduce me to Judo and I fell in Love with the

sport. I received my Protea colours for masters on 2016. I

won a silver medal in the Commonwealth championship.

My goal now is to earn my black belt in Judo.

Magda Botha (infront)

Age 41

I love my family with all my heart. Me and my wife are

together for 14 years and we are married for 6 years. I

could ask for a better life partner. I love my sport Judo.

Received my Protea colours in 2016 for Judo masters

commonwealth championship and I won a bronze medal.

I also received my Protea colours for Boerperd horse riding

in 1996. I have a lot of sport colours to many to name. My

next goal is to earn my second dan in Judo.

Shannon-Grace (Photo right)

Photo Credit: iNyoni Photographer

Agency: Splendure international academy school

I’m a 16 years of age . I love being active . I would like to

encourage the youth to live a healthy and active lifestyle. I

love taking long walks on the beach , swimming and netball

and I do love staying active .

What I love about modeling/Pageants is that you get to be

you , you get to do charity work and community service

which lies in deeply in my heart cause I see it as modeling

isn’t just about being pretty in the outside but also in the

inside.

My goal for my modeling career is to help others , do charity

work .

I want to experience different types of
cities and helping each community. My
experience in the modeling industry is
great , I love working hard for my goals
and it’s so fun actually going out there and
telling people what I like to do with a smile
on my face .

Ashleigh (Photo left)

Agency: Steele models

Photographer: Larajayne photography

Ashleigh is an aspiring singer, dancer and

model. Ashleigh has been doing modeling for 4

years. She is extremely passionate about

fashion and the arts.

She pushes herself every day to
reach her goals in life.

Katya (Photo right)

Photography: Gemini Solutions studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

I am Katya Glockzin, 13 years old and from Mosselbay.

For the last 4 years I have worked as a photo model

and I have a huge passion for acting. I love being

infront of the camera.

I mainly shoot fashion and Sport, but also enjoy

creative projects, themed projects, dress up,

underwater and with animals.

I am currently modelling for Gemini Models Agency

and individual photographers. Some of my photos

were published in our local news paper, school paper

and PPMC Magazines.

I was part of the Brand Power ads on Tv and numerous

times in local stage productions. Drama competitions

and did some public speaking for charity.

I bring my passion for modelling to every project I work

on.

Nothando (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Sabelo Luthuli

I am a aspiring Model. I am a free person who

loves being in front of camera advertising his

melanin body.

I love singing and I also want to get to Miss

Universe one day and other international

platforms and represent my country RSA. I also

love to be advertiser one day and being

around my community helping out as much as

I can.

Willem (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Willem Swart

I'm a qualified and registered Social Worker, specializing in

Children's Court matters and Foster Care. In a world full of

social injustices, such a job can be rather taxing. In a way

to totally distract myself from the daily cases I decided to

give commercials a try.

It was fun, it helped the shy guy to really get out of his

shell.

After a while I decided it wasn't for me, being behind a

rolling camera, being a pawn in the bigger production

team, started to take its own toll. The movie/commercial

business isn't for everyone, it can be a rather mean and

cruel world.

But I met amazing people. If there is one thing the

camera lens taught me, it is that beauty is in the eye of

the beholder... one person's opinion can be the polar

opposite to another. Whenever I see a camera I no longer

feel awkward or tense, instead I feel comfortable and at

ease...

Cleo (Photo right)

Photographer: Iryna Carmichael

Agency: 10 Model management

Cleo is 20years old and lives in the Helderberg, with mom and

has two other siblings. She matriculated at Parelvallei

Highschool in Somerset west in 2019. She is currently enrolled as

a animation student at The Animation School in Woodstock,

Cape Town where she just successfully completed her first

year.

Her love for Animation growing up as well as her fascination

and obsession with Japanese Manga books and Anime is what

encouraged her to pursue a career in Animation.

She is a ambitious young lady and her dream is to change the

world through animation and to create true African stories and

bring it to life one day.

Her studies are keeping her extremely busy at the moment

however if she gets time she loves watching Korean drama

series, drawing and listening to music of her favorite group BTS

and spending time outdoors with her family and friends.

Cleo's motivation comes from a strong belief
to not just take up space in the world but
from her strong sense of wanting to change
the world one animation story at a time.
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Makeup Artist: Minette Kleynhans – Steyn

Photo credit: Hannes Spookels



Geormé (Photo left)

Photo credit: Lana Van Dyk

Concerning the question of who I am... I am a Christian. I

have always found my identity in Christ alone. Furthermore

I am a Doctor in Theology with a Masters degree in

Ancient Hebrew language and culture...

I always want to learn something new. I work as a Pastor in

a congregation in Kimberley called Olive Tree Christian

Ministries evangelical family Church, with my father who is

an Professor in Theology. My Mother is a Medical doctor.

In 2017 I met the most amazing man, but true to their

nature the can be indecisive. With God's grace we got

married on the 8th of August 2020...

In my spare time I am a photographer in a new

Photography business, Chamud Photography, I sarted with

the help of my husband (the man after whom it is named)

and my parents and the support of many amazing people

such as Mandy De Klerk from Nouvelle Models Kimberley,

through whom I also met my husband and who designed

my wedding dress.

I did modeling for many many years locally and have

always had a love for the fashion industry.

I love music, cats, shoes, clothes, books
and Christmas!!! But most of all and above
all I love my family, friends and my Lord.

Sarah (Photo right)

Photo credit: Talitha Harvey 

Photography

MUA : Caitlin Matthew's

My name is Sarah Egerton, I'm 23 years

old and am an operations manager in

the hospitality industry.

Modeling/acting has always been my

passion, and biggest dream. These

photos were from one of my previous

photoshoots. I have also attached a

photo taken on set of a movie I acted in

recently.

Keira (Photo right)

Photo credit: Nadine C van Staden

Social media: keiramckessar

Hi, my name is Keira, I live in Ruimsig,

Johannesburg. Modelling is my passion and I

hope to gain more experience in 2021. I keep fit

by doing cheerleading and love the outdoors.

I have done TV work in the past
and have been with my current
modelling agency for just over a
year.

SJ Pretorius (Photo left)

We've all experienced a crazy unpredictable year in 2020. But

I, personally think that this November TO date!! Has been the

craziest, busiest, saddest, happiest emotional rollercoaster

time of my entire life!

From studying for my year end exams. Prom with Jeandré.

Injury to my shoulder and in pain, yet again! Also Getting

trained and certified in pageant judging. To crying like a

baby while sending my sister of to Spain... To the extreme

excitement of WINNING ... Not only the JHB Mr TEEN title But

Also the GAUTENG Mr TEEN Title!!!

I Never ever dreamed of winning both - Ever! I am so happy

and thankful. Thank you TO EVERYONE who had a part in this -

you are Way to many too mention. But you know who you

are! Thank you for your continuous love and support! Without

you... Non of this would be possible!

Thank you JHB & Gauteng with Rolemodels Foundation SA for

intrusting me with this titles. I will continue to exceed all your

and my expectations, work hard and wear my Sashes with

pride!

Thank you Carel @Van Vuuren Photography for the photos!

Caitlin (Photo right)

Modeling school: Nouvelle Models Kimberley

Photographer: Chamud Photography

My name is Caitlin French and I am an aspiring model. I am

currently enrolled at Nouvelle Kimberley Modeling School

and I believe this is a wonderful stepping stone to achieve

my dream.

I am truly grateful for this opportunity and
excited for future ventures.

I am a 2020 matriculant and despite this year being one of

great testing, I am proud to say that I have made it through

the year successfully. I plan on taking a gap year where I

hope to further my career as an aspiring model as well as to

open other doors to my future. I have a passion for art and

would also love to be a makeup artist.

My other hobbies and fields of interest would be journaling,

psychology, a love for animals and spending valuable time

with those dearest to me. My mom has been influential and

a great supporter of me to bring me where I am today and I

am eternally grateful for her. I am excited and thrilled to see

what adventures lie ahead of me as my journey has only

begun.

Kelebogile (Photo left)

I am Kelebogile Aletta Ramaphoko. I reside in a village

called Ledig , Rustenburg by the North West Province and

am 18 years old of age.

I am a finalist of Miss Teenager South Africa 2020 and Miss

Ideal South Africa 2020.

I grew up in a family where I was taught that "Giving and

helping is a good gesture“ which enhanced the power in

me to improve lives of children and that's how it came with

it's own sense of obligation.

I direct my energy and effort in helping children regarding

to their self-esteem & self confidence towards life.

I believe helping children make them feel loved and

special. I have learned that children being able to meet

essential needs make their lives easier.

Every child is a different flower and all
together make the world a beautiful
garden.

Angelique (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Ziyanda

Social Media: Instagram @ unicorn.queen_4l

Facebook @ Amgelique Roper

WhatsApp @ 0742840992

I am a student at a beauty school I have
been used several times as a model at
North West School of Design, I am highly
motivated and dedicated to what I do, I am
energetic, loyal, honest and a great learner.
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Makeup Artist: Minette Kleynhans – Steyn

Photo credit: Hannes Spookels



Phoebe (Photo left)

Photographer: Charlotte Steyl

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/charlotte_steyl/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/charlotte.steyl.14

https://potographerport.myportfolio.com/charlotte-steyl-

photography.

Brand ambassador under HSM Yoga teacher/ illustrator

/dancer

My greatest endeavour in life is to see what the body is

capable of. Whether it is dancing, rock climbing and

teaching yoga, to sketching or posing for a camera.

Everything is about movement.

Studied dance from the age of five and continued to find

new ways to move through yoga, gymnastics and rock

climbing. I am also a trained, certified yoga instructor as

well as an accomplished visual artist, especially within

pop-music circles.

My art has been featured on album covers and music

videos around the world. My talent for dancing has also

taken me across the globe and in 2019 I’ve got to perform

on the royal Shakespeare theatre in Trafford upon Avon.

England and as part of the SA team for the WLDF

competition. Now my visual and physical skills collide as I

take on a career in modelling and continues to add to my

pursuit for movement.

Charne (Photo right)

My name is Charne Fourie, I am 21 years old I am a full time

model and a mother of a beautiful girl and engaged to the

best man ever .

I would love to reach the world with my designs and my

photography, showing young ladies and gentleman that if

there is something they want to do or achieve in life that they

can, no matter the past, no matter if you had the opportunity

given you to start early or that it feels to you that you have to

figure things out by yourself and don't have the support we all

wished we had.

But by moving forward and following your dreams no matter

how hard life hits you, just know that you are not alone and

that there is someone out there not giving up thinking about

you and praying for you to succeed...

Fashion design Company name: CD VISION & FASHION

Photography Company name: CD PHOTOGRAPHY

Make-up Company name: CD SUPREME SPARKLE

INSTAGRAM PAGES

• cdvision.fashion

• cd_supreme.sparkle

• cd.photography2020

• charnedfourie

Isebel (Photo left)

I am a friendly person and love to

be around people. I love to cook.

I'm adventurous.

I am a chef in training in the SA

army. I want to work myself up in

my work area.

My family motivates me & help me

to keep pushing forward & be a

better person.

Phenyo (Photo left)

Phenyo Lethae Gemba is a South African Playwright,

Actor, Model and Radio Presenter. Born and bred in

Northern Cape but currently in Johannesburg,

Maboneng. Signed under Mehlareng Actors &

Performer's Agency owned by Tumelo E. Bapela, I

believe in making a change in other people's life and

working on my craft to be one of the best Thespians in

South Africa.

"Be glad you are unknown. For when you become

known you will wish you weren't "

Monique (Photo right)

Photo credit: Dinique Photography

Instagram - moniquecampbell14

TikTok - moniquecampbell14

My name is Monique Campbell & I am the 20-year-old model

from Lichtenburg, North West. I’ve been in the

modeling/pageant industry for almost 8 years, and

completed my teachers and judging course at the age of 16.

I am the proud owner of Vogue Catwalk Models Ventersdorp.

I am a firm believer that you should always reach for the stars

and with passion in your heart and courage in your pocket,

anything is possible.

Some of my titles are :

• Miss Elite SA 2018 winner & North West winner (also a finalist

for 2020)

• Miss PPMC Magazine SA 2020 fashion and pageant ramp

winner

• Miss Posh SA 2020 Winner & North West Winner

• And many more.

Desireé (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Olive Surendorff

Social Media:

Instagram: olivesurendorff and desi_surendorff_14

Facebook: Olive Surendorff

Desireé Surendorff was born 21 May 2006 in

Pietermaritzburg, however, she lives in a small town called

Greytown in KwaZulu Natal.

She currently goes to school at Wembley College

Greytown and will be in Grade 9 in 2021. She has just

recently started modeling and is loving every minute of it.

Desireé is studying drama at school and is hoping to study

drama at UCT one day. She is a small town girl that loves

sports, especially hockey, enjoys acting in plays, being on

the family farm, being in nature and spending time with

her friends and family. The modeling agency Desireé is

currently affiliated with is Roberta Alessandri models.

Clarissa (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Willem Botha (Singer, Actor, Role model, Make Up

Artist and Photographer)

Make up used: MUD

Make up and Hair done by Willem Botha

Social Media: @clarissah_music (Instagram) Clarissa Hattingh

(Facebook)

I am 22 years old. I am a student currently studying B. Ed

Foundation Phase at UNISA. I work as a Au Pair for a lovely family

with 2 amazing children.

I am also a vocal student at Lee Scott Studios,
working on a childhood dream of mine to
become a famous Singer. The results of my
portfolio photoshoot for this year at Lee Scott
Studios has amazed me beyond all measures.

I have never in my life seen myself as a potential model. This with

a lot of magic from Willem Botha, his camera, MUD make up and

make up brushes as well as his GHD hair straighter and a little bit

confidence from my side proved that anything is possible.
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Makeup Artist: Minette Kleynhans – Steyn

Photo credit: Hannes Spookels



Anchen (Photo left)

Photographer: Carminda Swanepoel

I started to dance at the age of 3

years. I participate at Talent Africa

where the CEO of Talent Africa,

Melanie Ashcroft and her daughter

Nicola Ashcroft scouted me and

introduced me to Photogenic

modelling. The Photogenic modelling

determined me to try out modelling.

• In 2015 I was Crowned as Miss

Serengeti and it motivated me in

going forward with modelling.

• In 2017 I was crowned as Face of

Talent Africa Mpumalanga.

• I was the overall winner of Talent

Africa in 2018 and received a free

trip to talent America in New York

City.

• My catalogue photo won 1st place

at Talent America and my photo

featured in their Competition

Magazine.

• I received a 3rd Place for Casual

and a 3rd place for Formal

Modelling at Talent America.

• I was also scouted by a Dance

Company named Vanessa Long

Dance company at the Talent

America Competition.

• In 2018 I was crowned JNR Miss HTS

Middelburg.

• In 2020 I was crowned overall SNR

FACE OF TALENT AFRICA INLAND.

My goals is to be the best dancer and

model that I can be.

I would love to get my foot in, in the

Model Industry so that if it was my

destiny, I would love to feature on a

front page, of a Fashion Magazine,

Nationally or Internationally.

May my story be motivation for

someone else to see that I started with

a Vacation crown working myself up

to an Overall Face.

Leisleigh (Photo right)

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

Pageant: Adult Model 2020

Photographer: Gemini Solutions Studio

I am a 25 year old woman who inspire to

always do my best. I like being outdoors and

with animals. Any challenge being thrown

at me gives me a push to do better than the

previous try. I strive to not only empower myself,

but also those around me who

think less of themselves. I feel very strong about

mental health, it’s what drives you through your

journey. I strive for bringing a

peaceful energy everywhere I go, it uplifts not

only myself but also the environment you’re

entering. I don’t like talking about myself, I

don’t feed off arrogance, but I feed of

accepting myself for who I am.

Jaunté (Photo right)

Agency: Fat guy photography 

models

Photo credit: Fat Guy 

Photography (André Olivier)

I'm from a small town called

Margate in the South Coast,

KwaZulu Natal. I only recently

started my modelling career.

I am a qualified Assistant Home

care nurse (care giver). My role

model is my mom she always

inspires me. I also love fishing

especially deep sea fishing.

Sydni (Photo left)

Photo credit: Carmen Lee Harrison

I am a young adventurous lady, who loves the outdoors, I

have interests in almost anything because knowledge gained

is knowledge that can never be lost. I am an animal lover and

often visit our local SPCA which I find not only benefits the

animals and their happiness but for my inner peace as well.

I matriculated year last year (2019) and dived head first into

the work environment where I have the knowledge and

experience that I myself cannot fathom.

However in the near future I would love to
study Agriculture and benefit many
communities.

That would be my current long-term goal. My short-term goal is

to be the best person I can be and do what I can to help

others, continue having photoshoots for my own fun, baking

for my family and working to the best of my ability.

My main motivation comes from my family, each individual

has such a spectacular role in my life, they all have a different

way of living and making things work that it inspires me to be

myself and do what I feel will bring me happiness.

Tiané (Photo right)

Agency or modeling school: N/A

Photo credit: Tania Scheepers

Out the way world I have my sassy pants on

today!

The attitude to inspiration, I have
the strength to be unstoppable.
Be a force of nature. Be a strong
woman and don't give a damn
what anyone thinks!

I am confident and believe in my own self

worth it is necessary to achieve my full

potential.

Kemieke (Photo right)

Photography: Gemini Solutions

Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent

Agency

Kemieke Sterling Derwig. I'm 13

years old, one day I would like to

be a national as well as a

international model.

I love nature,
photography, and to
shop like all girls do.
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Elani  
PPMC January 2021

Makeup Artist: Minette Kleynhans – Steyn

Photo credit: Hannes Spookels



Catherine-Anne (Photo left)

Designer & Garment: Denzil Pilay Designs

Make-up Artist: Denzil Pillay MUA

Photographer: Faiz Mills Photography

Catherine-Anne is an eclectic model with a passion for

fashion (editorial), commercial, print & glamour. She has

done mainly editorial work, but also enjoys strutting the

runway & creative projects.

Apart from being a model, she is also a successful

financial accountant by day & an artist, making use of

mainly (but not limited to) oil-based paints and canvas

materials in her craft.

To date she has showcased custom made pieces by

Denzil Pillay Designs & collaborated with various

Kimberley based photographers. She has self-classified

herself as an alternative model – Curvy, 1.59m tall & has

unique aesthetic features, of which she takes full

advantage.

She believes there is no better
representation of beauty, than a woman
who is unafraid to be herself, &
confidently so.

Available for photoshoots and opportunities in & around

South Africa. For more information & a portfolio of my

work, please contact me.

Tamlyn-Lee (Photo right)

Photo credit: Charlyn Photography

I am a young mother who resides in Western Cape - Kuils River.

I am the co-owner of Charlyn Photography, a student and a

mother to a beautiful girl.

I decided to go natural, January 2020 after years of having

straight hair. I knew that I used to have curly hair, from a young

age my mom straightened & relaxed all my curls out. She used

to say she can't handle all those curls.

I saw so many beautiful naturally curly hair ladies and I

decided I'll go ahead with the journey, it takes alot of

patience and persistence, however the results are so

rewarding.

My biggest motivation is my daughter, she pushing me to do

my best. To other young mother's out there, don't let anyone

tell you, you can't achieve anything.

"The distance between you and your dreams
is called Discipline"

Penélope (Photo left)

I am Penélope Fourie, I am 16 years old and I have just started

as a photo model and I would love to do fashion later on. I

have a passion for clothing and in my free time I enjoy taking

pictures of myself, friends and family.

I have done a few studio shoots (mainly portraits/full portraits

and headshots) I am eager to take part in more creative

projects in the future such as dressing up and editorial fashion.

I am itching to experiment with different lighting /nature/hair

and makeup/retro aesthetics/ modern aesthetics and props.

To date I have worked with Christo Robin's awesome

photographer to work with .

This is the first time that I have been published, so a huge shout

out goes to PPMC magazine South Africa for giving me this

astonishing opportunity that could jump-start what I hope will

give me the exposure I need to further myself in this industry. I

am available for photo shoots in the vaal triangle and can

travel to other locations in SA.

I am average height (1,58). I naturally have mousy brown/dirty

blonde waist length hair, and hazel eyes. If I were to describe

how I plan on seeing myself in this industry I would say that I

am determined to turn all of my challenges into success stories

and I would love to work with more photographers and

agencies that have a creative approach when it comes to

different colours/aesthetics/mediums and styles.

I plan on bringing my energy, creativity and
passion for modeling to every project I work
on.

Jaunté (Photo right)

Photography: Lesego Leo Moleko

Photography

Stylist: Zahra Kader

Make up artist: Stephanie Crafford

My name is Lailaa Aysen and I am 14 years

old. I joined Nouvelle Models – Kimberley in

May 2020. I enjoy anything anytime.

I enjoy reading and creating figures on the

Anime App. Since I joined the Nouvelle

Modelling school, I have become more

confident in everything I do.

I am really honored to be featured in this

magazine. This was a Christmas photoshoot

with Nouvelle Models – Kimberley held on 29

November at the Diamond Pavilion Mall.

Megan (Photo right)

Photographer: Ayathandwa

@ayah_the_photographer

Academy: Mr Loafty Entertainment

At this moment I just finished matric.

The reason why I want to join

modeling is because I have a thing

for modeling and I would like to see

how far I can go.

My aspersions in life is to become

very successful, I would like to go

overseas and take my career very

far. I would like to be in the army

studying Electric Engineering and

mainly my role model is my mom I

really look up to her cause she’s

been there for me through every

single thing in my life.

Ofentse (Photo left)

My name is Ofentse Mogale. A 20 year old from the

diverse township in Soweto. Currently a student and

passionate about modeling. I am a lover for life and

enjoy embracing my authenticity as a young woman

in this society we live in.

I believe in creating opportunities for
myself in order for self-development
and growth. I love reading ,taking
pictures of myself and helping the less
privileged in my spare time.

Photo was taken by photographers from the Miss

Soweto Foundation and White Star Super Maize Meal

sponsors.

Social media: Instagram: @ofentse.sp.m

Facebook: Ofentse Perseverance Mogale Twitter:

OfentsePerseve1.
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Photographer: Juan Miguel Photography 



Louisa (Photo left)

Photo credit: Adele Fouche Photography

Social media: Facebook: Louisa Fouche

My name is Louisa Fouche. I am next year a second year student

at Akademia where I am doing my Bachelor degree in Business

Management.

I was raise in a small community of Magaliesburg. My hobbies are

baking, cooking, playing piano and writing daily devotional.

I have a strong Christian faith and I believe that
everyone has a place in this world.

Ayabonga (Photo left)

Photographer: Kopvic Arts 

@kopvicarts

Academy: Mr Loafty Entertainment

I am an active person in sport and

love fashion and modeling am

driven, dedicated and discipline.

I hope to take the field of self

expression to new heights am also a

public management graduate and

aim to serve the public.

Yolandé (Photo right)

Photo credit: Van Vuuren Photography

Social media:@yolande_aka_lola_08 (Instagram)

I am an aspiring actress, singer and model. I have obtained a

Bachelor's Degree double majoring in Screen Acting and

screenwriting and am currently working as a freelance PA at a

talent agency. Since childhood, I have always had a passion

for the entertainment industry. Over the years, I have added

and enhanced skills by attending several courses nationally

and internationally.

In October 2020, I participated at the International ARTS Talent

Showcase in front of a panel of American judges. I was

selected to represent South Africa and showcase my talents at

the IMTA convention in New York in 2021.

My dream is to become a successful actress, singer and model

working nationally and internationally.

I've always believed that no dream is too big
and through hard work, dedication and
believing in yourself, your dream will
become a reality.

Dr Sainasheya (Photo left)

Photo credit: Shirpa Singh

Location: Johannesburg – Gauteng

From a young age I have always dreamt of becoming a part

of the Entertainment Industry. I aspire to one day be living my

dreams in the Performing Arts arena with aspirations in the fields

of Acting, Singing & Modelling. Since childhood I have always

felt confident in front of the camera and loved being involved

in the Dramatic arts arena, growing up this developed into my

Life's dream to one day be on the Big screen portraying

different characters and doing Commercial Shoots for Big

brands.

I have always been an ambitious and driven individual and

was raised to Dream big and work even harder to achieve

success. To always strive for excellence, to always raise the bar

higher and to never stop challenging myself. Education was

also a very important part of my upbringing.

My parents always taught me that whatever I decided to do in

life and whichever path I tread it was important that I had a

strong academic background in order to not only develop and

mould myself into the best version of myself but so that I would

always have the practical skills to make it in life.

So with that and combined with my passion for people and the

community I decided to pursue my Tertiary education in the

field of Medicine at the University of Witwatersrand and

graduated at the end of 2018. I've always been asked about

my various interests in life and how someone in the medical

field finds themselves pursuing success in the entertainment

industry and my answer is that "It's okay to want everything in

life, if you're willing to work for it".

Working in a Health care setting has taught me invaluable life

lessons and interacting with a diversity of people from different

facets of life is what keeps me motivated. I am motivated by

the human will to survive from tiny premature babies who defy

all odds to stay alive to the elderly who even when faced with

hardship and struggle never lose hope for a better tomorrow.

It is the people I meet every day and their battles and

successes in just simply Living that makes me appreciate the

Life I have been blessed with and wanting to make the most

out of every single breath and step that I take.

It has been my privilege to work alongside
heroes on the frontline who never give up in
the fight to save lives which has taught me to
never give up in life.

Zandile (Photo right)

Photographer: Media M photos and videos

Fashion: Mrs Mdabe

Contact details:0738832118

I am a young lady of 22years by the name of Zandile Angel

Makhanya coming from Umbumbulu (Durban) Studies at CCSA

doing my second year in Information Technology .

I started modeling in 2019 towards the end of the year (around

November) and I have 3 titles (Miss Folweni 2019 1st princess

plus an award for popularity and Ms Dream Chaser KZN 2020

Philanthropist plus an award for personality) and last but not

least Miss Elegant ward 95 1st Princess 2020 I also got the ward

for Popularity.

I was inspired by my aunt Khethokuhle Njapha who was always

telling me that modeling will suit me she even encouraged me

enter Miss Folweni 2019 for the first time. I am very bubbly person

meaning am a team player I love people I have a great

personality, am a Christian from Roman Catholic Church I

believe in Education as we all know that education is the key to

success.

I so wish to be a role model to other young or
even old in such a way that if they see me of
see my photos and say “hey she’s good at
what she’s do she inspires us, she’s our role
model”

Anzelle (Photo left)

Photographer: Urban Poetry

Social media: Instagram- zellie1213

Facebook- Anzelle Botes

My name is Anzelle Botes I am 20 years of age. Modeling has

been nothing but a childhood dream but I have had a few

opportunities that put back the spring in my step.

My main plan is to join the british military as a veterinarian. To be

in a career where I can make a difference. I love animals and

adventure so it's perfect! Due to our current state with the

Covid19 pandemic my dreams are being delayed, therefore I'm

chasing my childhood dream.

The goal at this moment in time is to prove that it doesn't matter

if your dreams are being delayed, your age and circumstance

should never convince you that it's too late to start living your

dream!
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Fitness Model Frans Magal
Photography: Gemini Solutions Studio Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

Up and at it - what is your morning routine?

Get up freshen up, take my Multivitamins and go for a

5km run/ hill sprints outside my gate-depends on the

weather.

What might you eat in a typical working day for ...

• Breakfast? Fruits & protein shake.

• Lunch? scrambled eggs, avocado and peanut
butter sandwich.

• Evening meal? I love me some T-bone steak and all
other kinds of steaks, Except for veg steaks. I am not

choosy on the carbs but there's loads of veggies

involved.

Is nutrition important to you?

Nutrition is of utmost importance to me.

Are you a calorie counter?

I have a fuel guzzler of a body and a weight class u

have to maintain. For that I count my Protein instead.

Best meal ever?

Best Meal Ever- is Free-range Chicken in Tomato Onion

Soup with Peanut butter Rice.

Do you have a guilty pleasure?

Once in a while I find myself ordering Coconut Sprinkled

Doughnuts at checkers.

Have you ever been on a diet? If so, how did it go?

I was 2 months on intermittent fasting diet. It went well. I

wouldn't have stopped if someone hadn't.

Do you have a daily exercise regime?

Yes! Speed workout is a must. Then I go onto the specific

muscle group of that day.

On a scale of one to 10, how fit do you think you are;

how fit would you like to be?

I always give myself a zero. Honestly, I would like to be

as fit as a gymnast. Those guys are the real deal.

Flexible, Agile and Ripped. To me, that is the true

definition of fitness.

Do you have a memory from school sport / PE days you

would rather forget?

Yeah. I was in grade 6, there about. We were playing

Rugby in training. I tackled a huge older dude. He got

really mad when everyone, even his teammates,

laughed at him for it. He got up and drove his knee into

my guts. I couldn't breath. For a second I thought I was

going to die. I just managed to walk away, took my stuff

and head straight home.

Best health advice you were ever given and would pass

on to others?

Fitness is a religion. It's a life commitment.

Who would you try to emulate in terms of fitness /

attitude to life?

My Role Model has always been Mohammed Ali. Great

Athletism, Great Humour, Wonderful Personality, Highly

Ambitious and Marvellous Heart. Quite the opposite

attributes one would expect from a Close Combat

Athlete.

What keeps you awake and do you think you get

enough sleep?

My Goals. There's nothing more terrifying to me than an

elusive goal. Be it family or work related.

Would you say you have a healthy attitude towards

your own mortality?

My health and that of those close to me is a priority.

Never as close as to puff a smoke or down a booze. My

Dr. Really works for my Rands. Even though it would be

just routine Med checks.

What were the major milestones that gave you that

"extra" motivation boost?

Getting my Education as early possible gave me time to

explore other streams of amassing wealth. Which in turn

gave me the opportunity to focus on myself more as

asset number one.

What keeps you motivated?

My Family keep me going. With them. I believe I can

accomplish anything.

What are your future goals, dreams and plans?

I'm at a point in life where my concentration is shifting

from me to my Kids. That being so, my goal is to be the

best Dad I can be. Maybe become a role model for

them. My dreams are to venture into the film industry. I

fell in love with film making years ago listening to my

Granny's folklore. I plan to go for as many auditions as I

possibly can. Maybe I'll land a role to play a Real

African Superhero.

What are some of the most common mistakes made

when someone is trying to build muscle and/or get

ripped?

Not resting, not taking the right nutrition, not

incorporating yoga and sport massage in their routine.

Do you have any tips for someone who is looking to

compete in your sport?

First you must go get checked by your doctor. Just

because you see other people doing it does

automatically qualify you physically to do close

combat. Involve your loved ones in any possible way.

Do a lot of research.

Love the pain. Miss it even. Take time enough to

understand the difference between an Opponent and

an Enemy.

The Beautiful Atishca Makan
Mrs Johannesburg 2021 2nd Princess and winner of Mrs Photogenic Johannesburg 2021

Atishca Makan, current Mrs Johannesburg 2021 2nd

princess and winner of Mrs Photogenic Johannesburg

2021 by Rolemodels Foundation, is 36 years old and

from Johannesburg , South Africa.

She is a Bereavement guide ( founder of Dressed with

Legacy), Co-Founder of the Active Grief Community

and an Emotional Freedom Techniques Practitioner.

She is also a Brand and Communications Consultant,

having previously been the brand manager of Talk

radio station 702, news brand EyeWitness News and

active Citizenry brand LEADSA. She now offers

corporate level expertise to entrepreneurs and

organisations with heart.

Atishca intends to leave a legacy beyond her

designation and is passionate about equipping

children, students and women with tools to manage

emotional turbulence better.

As Mrs Johannesburg 2021 2nd princess , my goal is to

create opportunities for the people of South Africa to

gain awareness of the work that Rolemodels Foundation

NPO is doing to serve the communities we live in.

Personally, I aim to use the platform to
bring in my expertise as an Emotional
Freedom Techniques practitioner to
support the emotional wellbeing of
those in need.

I believe that this is equally important
and that a person's ability to thrive
extends beyond the basic conditions
of survival.

Photo credits:

Photo Credit:  Zelna Harrison ( www.zelnaharrison.co.za)

Make-up: Penkys Beauty 

Social Media:     

https://www.facebook.com/atishca.makan

https://www.instagram.com/atishcamakan_consulting/



What is self-image???
Mrs. Cape Town 2014 - Diane Nel 

What is self-image ???

Exactly what the word

says… this is the image

you have of yourself in

your thoughts.

We are not born with a bad self-image. We were

created to be successful, it’s the influence you have

around you that determines your self-esteem. Ok, so

everyone says someone with good self-esteem is not

under pressure and that and that others’

acceptance is not required.

I say, your self-esteem is not consistent, it changes as

you grow as a human being… When you strive to be

perfect, you are fighting a losing battle.

You are not made to be perfect, you were made to

be a child of God and to make the best of your life

with what He has given you.

Yes, it is normal to compare yourself with others, may

it be models or other beautiful girls/women. You know

it's a mistake, right? Because you are unique… You

feel people look at you and hold watch over you.

NO, no one is watching you.

You can really tackle things head-on, and remember

if you try something, go big…. This is the first time I

have shared my story with someone. I have only

shared my story with a few close friends but I think it is

time to also share it with other women who might feel

the way I did.

In 2014 I took part in Mrs. Cape Town. There was 1

finalist who felt I was a threat to her (which I did not

even realize). The competition ran for several weeks.

At that time we had many functions and among

them a Tinkerbelle function. We had to dress up like a

Tinkerbelle doll.

The very finalist arranged for our outfits. I said to

myself “this must be a mistake” and so I took my own

outfit to the function. You know you just get that 6th

sense when it comes to things like this.

As I suspected, the outfit was horrible and didn’t suit

me or the theme at all. You can only imagine how

disappointed I felt at that moment. I felt hopeless

and left out as everyone was looking at me. I had to

suck it up and luckily thought of bringing my own

outfit.

After putting on my own outfit, my self-esteem was

shattered and I felt like a stuffed sausage. I was so

broken, how can someone do this to me? A fellow

finalist nevertheless, what did she hope to achieve?

Breaking down my self-esteem? Well, she did,

ALMOST!

The next morning I wanted to withdraw from Mrs.

Cape Town. I felt I did not fit in like I didn’t belong

there. My husband said to me: Honey, you are not a

"loser" and you are not afraid of a challenge.

So, the evening of the competition finally arrived…

Another finalist and I said a prayer backstage and I

handed everything over to the Lord. With the

evening wear round over, it was time to announce

the awards and winners.

My fellow finalist came to stand next to me and said

“hopefully you get something tonight too”. I turned

around and thanked her as I already felt like I

achieved something just by being there on stage.

I won the women of strength award, debutant

award, and public choice. I was overwhelmed with

joy. Then came the winners, first 2nd princess, then 1st

princess, and the winner… Wait... what, I just stood

there and didn’t even hear my name until they said it

again. Mrs. Cape Town 2014 is none other than

Diane Nel. I was so happy and blessed that I have

achieved such a great accomplishment.

That following Wednesday, July 30, 2014, I was on the

cover of the Tygerburger newspaper and a week

later newspapers from all around asked if I am

interested in doing interviews. One lady from a

newspaper agency asked how a “fat woman” can

win a beauty competition.

Role Models Director, Juanita quoted
the following words: “You are a worthy
Mrs. Cape Town 2014 and remember
“always rise above”…

After that newspaper interview, letters flooded in

from fans and how they looked up to me and the

“challenges” that await me. I felt so sorry for the

woman that such a negative comment towards “fat

woman”. She placed such negative publicity on

herself.

All I can tell you today is that from that day my whole

life changed. I did not allow anyone to break my self-

esteem, and even worse on social media not. When

you allow others to depict who you are, it will affect

your identity and what you stand for. I will end with

the next letter from my daughter….

I must confess today: There is another woman in my

life. She chases me everywhere I go with her cellulite-

free hips, hair that always shines, and wisdom

reminiscent of that of a Rut. I immediately measure

myself against her. See, this other woman is always

radiantly happy and kind. She does not tolerate

injustice and is not ashamed to stand up for what she

believes in. That other woman is my mother….

I would like to thank everyone for supporting me. It

has been an amazing journey and I hope you take

something away from my story. Support your fellow

finalists and wear your crown with pride.



Photographer Yolandi Prinsloo
I consider myself to still be an amateur photographer

as I only started my photography career in and

around February 2020. Although I have been taking

photos of anyone and everyone for years I never did

it as a profession. I am situated on the South Coast

of KZN in Pennington.

I love my couples and family photos and will

definitely continue with them as I always feel that

capturing real moments of love and laughter is my

number one goal, but 2021 I feel I want to test the

waters for some new challenges.

I would love to focus on fitness photography and

modeling. I want to collaborate with makeup artists

to take my photos to the next level. My plans for

2021 are simply to be better than I was the day

before, not only in my business but also as a person.

I would like to set my focus on more fitness

photography. I love my couples and family photos

and will definitely continue with them as I always feel

that capturing real moments of love and laughter is

my number one goal, but 2021 I feel I want to test

the waters for some new challenges.

My plans for 2021 are simply to be
better than I was the day before, not
only in my business but also as a
person.

Contact: 0731447119

Social media: 

Facebook - Yolandi Prinsloo Photography

Instagram - engelbrecht.yolandi

Photographer Suné Swart 
My name is Suné ,I am a young ,passionate

photographer from Centurion. I love

capturing memorable moments on camera.

It is my passion to be behind the lens and see

the world from a different perspective..

2020 was actually a very great year for me..

my business started to grow steadily, my

plans for 2021 is to grow my business and get

my own studio and definitely to improve with

every shot..

Suné Swart - Lifestyle and Nature

Photographer I love making memories, it is

my passion to make people feel and look

good and my aim is to incorporate all of that

in my photography.. Everyone is special in

their own way and the world should be able

to see that!

Contact details 

https://www.facebook.com/SuneSwartPhoto

graphy/

Contact details: 0728117416



Photographer Staecy Manuel
I’m an enthusiastic, very light hearted, outspoken

photographer originally from Cape Town. I have been living in

Mokopane - Limpopo for 4 years and have fallen in love with

the people and province.

I am a wedding photographer however I still enjoy shooting

other genres of photography such as family shoots, product

photography, couple shoots, birthday parties etc. My style

leans more to the dramatic dark yet colorful side. I'm always

looking for new ideas on posing and shooting to keep my work

interesting and original.

I like to incorporate creative editing to my
images by ex. adding a beautiful sunset. I
am flexible when it comes to my style to suit
the client.

This challenges me to tackle new styles and I'm always up for a

challenge. I have been living out my photography passion for 6

years. The thing that excites me the most in my career is doing

something different, trying new things and tackling the

impossible.

During my spare time you will find me with my family next to the

dam fishing or in the garden.

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/wizstae/  

Instagram 

https://www.instagram.com/wizphotography101/

Cell: 0825835815 

Email: wizphotography101@gmail.com 



Interview Shanette Adams
Make-up artist from Cape Town

Tell the readers more about yourself and what you do.

Hello, my name is Shanette Antonina Adams. I’m driven,

I’m always willing to learn and my mind is intrigued by

finding lessons in my challenges. I was born in Cape

Town and have been traveling the Middle East and Asia

over the past 7 years and now I’m back in Cape Town.

Where are you located and what services do you offer?

I’m a mobile make up artist, I take care of all make up

needs from matric ball, evening looks, events,

graduations, weddings, daily looks, photo shoots,

commercial and Music videos.

How did you get started?

My make up journey started with curiosity, watching my

make up artist mom work inspired me to create aswell.

I’m a model before a make up artist and being a

model helped me work with many talented artists,

seeing how different artist work. Since I always open

myself up to learn, I would pick up techniques, adding

them to my art as I went along while keeping my

natural passionate technique.

You have an incredible career – what have been your

highlights?

A highlight in my make up career has got to be doing 5

faces for a music video In under 2 hours, I felt such a

rush and so much excitement while remaining focus

and moving swiftly.

What has been the biggest challenge of your career?

I guess my biggest challenge is getting me to sit down

and actually record techniques, I get asked to make

tutorials and some how this has been one thing I

haven’t gotten around too.

Where do you get your inspiration from?

I’m inspired by empowered women and men, boldness

inspires me, nature inspires me, the ocean inspires me.

What is Beauty?

Beauty to me is like a flower, many different colours,

shapes and forms. All unique and in that uniqueness I

find beauty, everything that makes those flowers

different makes them beautiful. Beauty to me is seeing

that in all of us

What is your favorite celebrity makeup look and why?

I don’t necessarily have a favorite celebrity make up

look, though I always loved the classic cat eye and red

lick that Madonna rocks so boldly because of how easy

it is to achieve and what a statement look it is.

What, in your opinion, is the most important quality in a

Makeup Artist? ..

In my option the most important
quality for a makeup artist is the
warmth she brings her client when
they sit in her chair.

What three makeup item should no woman leave home

without?

3 makeup items no women should leave home without

is a tinted lip moisturizer, lash glue and some mascara.

What is the most important beauty advice that you can

give to women?

The most important beauty advice I can give is take

care of your bare canvas first.

If you woke up tomorrow and gained any one ability or

quality, what would you want it to be?

If I woke up and gained one ability I’d like to gain the

ability for 3 minutes just to see through my clients eyes

of how they feel and think they look after my work is

done.

Where do you see yourself in the next 5 years?

My goal after 5 years is to be A fully established

confidence coach, running a make up school and

definitely living my best life.

What is your idea of happiness and success?

My idea of happiness and success in living in the

present moment gratefully.

If you could visit any place in the world where would

you go? Why?

If I could visit any place in the world I’d visit Australia

because like South Africa, Australia is known for its

diversity and I’m all about experiencing different

cultures.

If you could change one thing in the world, what would

it be?

If I could change one thing in the world I’d change the

mindset that we are all separate and remind everyone

that we are all connected.

Have you ever been bullied? If so, how did you handle

it?

I have been bullied in high school and I didn’t handle it

well. I would give my bullies a reaction. When I got older

there were situations where people would disrespect

and disregard my option on certain things and Being

the person I am now who has worked on themselves I

see through the rudeness and see the person reflecting

and projecting their insecurities so I’d be gentle with

them and ask them questions to stimulate their mind like

how do you express yourself ? Is the way you expressing

yourself right now serving your greater good??

What keeps you motivated?

What keeps me motivated is that I haven’t always had

things easy at home but I knew there was more for me

so that kept and keeps me pushing forward.

Do you have any advice you would like to give to

other?

My advice to other is to love yourself flaws and all

because what makes you different makes you beautiful

and that’s important for you to see in yourself.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can you

be found?

To get touch you can Contact me through:

• Instagram: @shanetteadams39 

@somethingempowering_ 

• YouTube : ShanetteAntoninaAdams
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I am a 20 year old self-taught makeup artist, a

musician and entrepreneur, based in Port Elizabeth,

South Africa. My love for music and art has led me to

everything I do today. I am always perusing new

ways of making the expressions that come from the

two (music and art) come together to create

content which is loved by a lot of people who follow

my journey.

I started with makeup in High School when I was in

Grade 11. Back then it was more of an insecurity

problem; trying to conceal my imperfections. I

couldn’t go without makeup.

After taking a break from makeup I started learning

what makeup really is- an enhancement of the

beauty that is already there.

From the day I decided to pick up my brushes again

and until this day, I see the art differently and I always

encourage my clients and followers to do the same.

It starts from the inside.

I push myself to create makeup looks
that are out of the box and out of the
ordinary.

Contact Number: 073 330 6137

Instagram: @tia_goduka

Twitter: @tia_goduka

Facebook: @thandokazitia.goduka.1

YouTube: 

https://youtube.com/channel/UC3LPqELw04hz3eg3I

CxkzEQ

Make-up Artist Ernie Webb
I'm Ernie Webb (male) a Goldfields Free

State based makeup artist with a love for

anything makeup , my specialty is

Photography makeup and anything

Glam. I started out with my own makeup

studio / business at the age of 15 only 4

years ago and my love for makeup just

keeps on growing everyday !!! Since I

could remember I was obsessed with

fashion , Photography and Makeup

artistry.

My Studio is called Kardash Makeup

studio and our main social media

platform is Facebook & Instagram !!! My

style of makeup and the style I love

doing the most will have to be anything

Editorial and High Fashion!!!

Contact Details : 

Facebook @ Kardash Make-up studio 

Instagram @ E - Makeup studio 

WhatsApp business @ 076 564 3617 

Make-up Artist Thandokazi Goduka



Make-up Artist Charné Jacobs
Hello, Readers! I'm Charné, an aspiring Make-up artist

and Cosplayer.

My journey began at the young age of fifteen in 2016

and my passion only grew from there on out. I went to

study make-up at Face to Face academy and

graduated top student of the year 2018, obtaining my

International Diploma in Theatrical, Special Effects, Hair

and Media Make-up.

Being very open-minded, I don't have specific styles for

myself or anyone else. I enjoy a range of styles and

encourage people to go for whatever looks they want to

express themselves. I started a Make-up page and took

up Cosplay as a serious hobby, starting a page for it as

well. It's honestly hard work and dedication but happy

clients and fans are the best reward.

Special Effects Make-up is truly my
favorite category of make-up to do but I
also enjoy Bridal and Event looks; really
anything you want, I'll do my best to
achieve.

I am actually quite a shy person and going into the

Make-up and Cosplay industry helped me overcome it

for the most part. In January 2020 I finally cracked and

made a tiktok page where I gained 40-thousand

wonderful followers to date. It keeps me busy and

provides me a possible path to make my hobby my job.

The support and love helps me keep my head high and

strive to better myself in all ways possible. I love being

able to transform myself and others into someone else.

When it comes to motto's or special quotes, I don't really

have one. I just try to do what I love and make the best

of every second. If you're looking to go into the creative

industry, I fully recommend following your passions and

dreams. Never let anyone tell you, you can't do it!

You can find and contact me on the following: 

Facebook: C.J Artistry 

Instagram(Make-Up): cj_artistryy

Instagram(Cosplay): moonbeann_cosplay

Adéle Fouché Photography
My name is Adéle, 22 years old currently living in a small town

Magaliesburg, Gauteng. I do sessions and events in the

surrounding areas. I've been doing photography part-time

since 2018 after

I did a short course in photography at Uni-college. Things I like

to do when I'm not behind the camera is reading, listening to

music & podcasts and also playing guitar. I'm a outdoors

portrait photographer and also do events & product

photography. I love doing concert photography aswell, and

would like to try other types of photography.

I got my first camera at the end of 2016 & fell in love with

photography after I took concert photos of my favorite band,

Saarkie in 2017 (which was not the best at that stage) but

after the short course I did, I have seen improvement every

time I picked up my camera (Canon 1300D).

My younger sister has been the most help in
my learning process and would always let
me photograph her to try and improve my
style, I now feel more confident to book
clients after I've taken awhile to improve
myself.

I would love to hear from you and work with you! My contact

info & social media:

adele.f.photography@gmail.com 

Facebook & In

Istagram @adelefouchephotography 



Make-up Artist Carlisle Campbell
My name is Carlisle Campbell, MUA of @beatbycarli (my

brand). I am a self taught make up artist from a small

town called Uitenhage, in the Eastern Cape. I am

currently doing make up as a part time job as the 9-5 is

still paying most of the bills.

I specialize in bridal make up, farewells, photoshoots (for

any occasion), natural Make up looks etc.. I enjoy bridal

make up more, because being part of a brides special

day is so gratifying. The mere fact that I am able to

make her feel like a princess on her special day, and

knowing she'll have me as a part of her "wedding

experience"

Although, not everything is all sunshine and roses when it

comes to make up. So many people are not used to

wearing make up. Some women have never worn make

up until their wedding day, so they're often scared they'll

not look themselves, which is understandable.

I always tell people the purpose of applying make up is

to enhance a woman's natural beauty. And that's what I

always try to do, unless a client wants to be a little extra.

The most comforting feel, to me, is the reaction from a

client when she looks at herself in the mirror when I'm

done. That's it for me. That "omg is this really me!?". It

makes me feel like I could do something to make

another woman feel special, feel like a princess or

goddess. It's one of the best forms of women

empowerment, and that's what I'm all about.

It's not just about making them look and feel pretty all

the time. Women go through so much in this life

already. I've had the opportunity to encourage, console

and comfort so many women in my chair. Because like I

said, it's more than just the application of make up. A

woman should walk out here feeling extraordinary,

because she is - Carlisle (@beatbycarli) Campbell

MG Creations - Maxene Gomes
Winners know how to work. Make the world beautiful

and work on their outside too. Where there is passion,

there is fire. I will let my light shine on all who need fire

to stand out and love them.

• Stage make-up

• Music videos

• Adverts

• Wedding videos

• Photography

• Model workshops

• Artist

• Writer

• Runs charity projects

• Events and backstage management

• Body art and theme shoots

• Beauty

• Teaching

• Fashion/ Bodybuilding shows

She has so much passion put into all that she does, to

make each moment unforgettable. To take what

seems neglected or so called “ugly” transform into

magic. Winners know how to work. Make the world

beautiful and work on their outside too. She is

touching her 40’s but she is not planning on slowing

down any time soon. She, as you know… She tries

everything, learns through everything and believes in

growing daily. She sees others perspectives and

chooses to see the good.

Even though she has a big heart, don’t think she is a

fool, she will give you more than enough chance, but

one she’s done, and she is done-done! Everyday

make something beautiful, make someone feel

special, create something new, do the unthinkable,

challenge yourself, overcome our fears, never give

up and do it all with good intent. There is always a

solution to every problem, just look for it.

She is a make-up artist, photographer, stylist, senior

digital designer, business owner, marketer, teacher,

counsellor, humanitarian, video editor, mentor, friend,

mother to many and always eager to help. She

analyses each person and brings out the best in you.

No one is perfect, but strive to be as close as you can

every day. Stay humble and uplift others while you

shine. If you said she can’t do it, trust me… she’s

already mastering it.

Look out for the perfume range MG
just launched, as it is to die for and
sweeping many off their feet.

Maxene Gomes

Owner of MG creations

Located in NW (Klerksdorp/Potchefstroom)
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